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Abstract

Let x be an unknown vector of length N which has at most k relatively large entries, so
that x is well-approximated by its best k-term approximation xk. A compressed sensing
scheme consists of a measurement matrix M ∈ Cm×N and a recovery algorithm ∆ that
approximates xk as x̂ = ∆ (M,Mx). The scheme is considered accurate if, regardless of
the unknown vector x, the approximation x̂ satisfies ‖x − x̂‖p ≤ Ck1/p−1/q‖x − xk‖q with
high probability for some absolute constants C and p ≥ q ≥ 1. Other desirable properties
are few measurements (m = O(k polylog N)), fast recovery algorithm (O(k polylog N)
runtime), and low entropy. In 2014, Iwen presented two compressed sensing schemes: the
fastest known accurate scheme, and the only known fast accurate scheme requiring sublinear
entropy.

We present a compressed sensing scheme that combines the speed of Iwen’s first scheme with
the low entropy of Iwen’s second scheme, drawing on ideas from disjunct matrix construction
due to Porat-Rothschild and Kautz-Singleton. We also give two variants of our scheme. The
first variant is deterministic, and has a faster recovery algorithm than all other deterministic
accurate schemes. The second variant is measurement-optimal, and requires lower entropy
than all other measurement-optimal accurate schemes.

Keywords: Compressed sensing; Sparse recovery; Sublinear-time algorithms; Information
theory
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Original image Compressed image

Figure 1.1: The compressed photo looks similar to the original, even though its size is only
27% of the original photo.

Consider taking a photo using a 12-megapixel camera on a modern phone, which produces
a file of size 36MB. When this photo is sent to a friend over a messaging app, the photo
that is received is likely to have been automatically compressed to a significantly smaller
size. However, it is often difficult to perceive the difference between the compressed photo
and the original with the naked eye, as demonstrated in Figure 1.11.1. The core idea behind
this observation is that most of the data are inessential.

To explore this idea in more detail, we say a real-valued signal of length N is k-sparse if
at most k of its entries are non-zero, and is k-compressible (or approximately k-sparse) if
at most k of its entries are relatively large. In practice, many signals are k-compressible
for some k � N after an appropriate change of basis. For example, the signal might be
produced by a camera making at least N measurements of the RGB intensity at the pixels of
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the image, and the signal becomes k-compressible under a change of basis using the discrete
cosine transform. If x is k-compressible, then a best k-term approximation to x (retaining k
of its largest absolute entries and zeroing out the other entries) serves as a good compressed
version. This is the core idea behind the JPEG compression algorithm.

s x

ŝ z

Ψ

best k-term approximation

Ψ−1

Figure 1.2: Signal s is k-compressible after an appropriate change of basis (x = Ψs)

We see that substantial effort is devoted to measuring all entries of the original signal, only
for these entries to be discarded in the compressed version. This motivates the questions:

why go to so much effort to acquire all the data when most of what we get will
be thrown away? Can we not just directly measure the part that will not end
up being thrown away? (David Donoho [Don06Don06])

An alternative approach, proposed about 15 years ago [CT05CT05, CRT06aCRT06a, CT06aCT06a, CRT06bCRT06b,
Don06Don06] and now known as compressed sensing (or compressive sensing or compressive
sampling), is to carry out the measurements and compression simultaneously. That is,
we directly acquire the compressed version of the signal, using significantly fewer mea-
surements than the signal length. Compressed sensing has since received much atten-
tion from researchers in mathematics, statistics, computer science, and engineering — see
[Can06Can06, Bar07Bar07, CW08CW08, Rom08Rom08, EK12EK12, FR13FR13, Don18Don18] for an overview, as well as [RicRic] for an
extensive list of literature from 2005 to 2014.

1.2 Principles of Compressed Sensing

Problem formulation. Let x ∈ RN be an unknown k-compressible signal, and xk be a
best k-term approximation to x. We may access x only indirectly by computing m � N

linear combinations (of our choice) of its entries, and we wish to use these m measurements
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to produce an approximation to some11 xk. In this way, we directly acquire the compressed
version of the signal.

Restating this process using matrix notation, we choose a measurement matrixM∈ Cm×N

to compute a measurement y = Mx, and approximate some xk as x̂ using M and Mx.
We write ∆ for the recovery (or decoding) algorithm that calculates x̂ fromM and y.

y = M

x
unknown

k-compressible
vector

measurement matrixmeasurement

(a) The measurement y =Mx

yM

x̂
recovery algorithm ∆ approximates
a best k-term approximation to x

usingM and y

(b) The recovery: x̂ = ∆(M,y)

Figure 1.3: The goal is to design a (distribution for a) matrix M ∈ Cm×N and a recovery
algorithm ∆, such that a best k-term approximation to an unknown vector x ∈ RN can be
approximated accurately from the matrixM and (non-adaptive linear) measurementsMx.

Remark 1.2.1. As noted in Figure 1.21.2, we may assume x to be k-compressible after an
appropriate change of basis. Let s ∈ RN be the original signal, and let Ψ be a change-of-
basis matrix such that x = Ψs ∈ RN is k-compressible. Then we may calculate y = Mx

1The possibility that xk is not unique is largely a technicality. In practice, if we choose the value of k
correctly, then the property that x is k-compressible will make xk unique.
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as y = MΨs, regarding MΨ as the measurement matrix. After applying the recovery
algorithm ∆ to obtain x̂, we obtain a compressed version of s via ŝ = Ψ−1x̂. We shall
henceforth work only withM and x.

We call a matrix-algorithm pair (M,∆) a compressed sensing scheme. The linear measure-
ments y = Mx are non-adaptive: the measurement matrix M is determined in advance,
without knowledge of any of the entries of y. A good scheme (M,∆) satisfies the following
properties: x̂ is close to some xk (regardless of the value of the unknown vector x), and the
number of rows of M (which is the number of measurements) is small. These properties
will be described in more detail below as (P1) and (P2). Depending on the application, we
may also desire some other properties such as fast recovery algorithm, low-entropy matrix
construction, memory-efficient recovery algorithm, robust recovery algorithm, and fast up-
date/encoding. In this thesis, we shall design a compressed sensing scheme (M,∆) which
simultaneously satisfies all the following properties (P1)–(P4).

(P1) Mixed (`p, `q)-instance optimal. For real p ≥ 1, define

σk(x)p := inf
{
‖x− z‖p : z ∈ RN is k-sparse

}
.

It follows from the definition of a best k-term approximation that each xk attains the
infimum, and therefore σk(x)p is the `p-error of (each) best k-term approximation to x.
We can therefore quantify how accurately x̂ approximates some xk by comparing ‖x− x̂‖p
with σk(x)p: we say a scheme is `p-instance optimal of order k with constant C > 0 if

‖x− x̂‖p ≤ C σk(x)p.

A more general formulation [CDD09CDD09, §8] allows the use of different norms on the left and
right side of the inequality: for p ≥ q ≥ 1, we say a scheme is mixed (`p, `q)-instance optimal
of order k with constant C > 0 if

‖x− x̂‖p ≤
C

k1/q−1/p σk(x)q. (1.1)

We shall refer to (1.11.1) as an `p/`q error guarantee.

(P2) Small number of rows. We want the row count m of the measurement ma-
trix M (namely the number of measurements) to be small. Ideally, we want m to have
a growth rate O(k polylogN). In many applications, this property is highly desirable. For
example, in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), fewer measurements leads to shorter scan
(data acquisition) time. This is important in certain scenarios such as when the patient
is not allowed to breathe (for example during a lung scan) or when the patient is a fid-
gety child. Indeed, current MRI technology based on concepts from compressed sensing
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[LDP07LDP07, HHL10HHL10, MAD+12MAD+12, LDSP08LDSP08, FBB+17FBB+17, Don18Don18] can reduce the scan time by a fac-
tor of six or more.

(P3) Fast recovery algorithm. The time taken by the recovery algorithm ∆ to com-
pute x̂ fromM and y should be small. Ideally, we want the runtime to have a growth rate
of O(k polylogN). This property is of enormous significance in certain applications of com-
pressed sensing, such as network traffic monitoring, where the signal x stores the number of
times each of the different IP addresses is encountered. In MRI applications, the runtime of
the recovery algorithm corresponds to the time needed to reconstruct the image after the
scan has been performed.

(P4) Low-entropy matrix construction. We would like to use a small amount of ran-
domness in constructing the measurement matrixM. This is important because measure-
ment implementations requiring a lot of randomness can present considerable engineering
challenges, making them infeasible or too expensive to be useful for certain applications
(see [DE11DE11] for a more detailed discussion). We can think of the amount of randomness as
the average number of bits of information needed to generate a measurement matrixM. To
make this precise, we need the following concepts. We view a construction of a matrixM as
a realization of some matrix-valued random variable X. Given a random variable X : Ω→ E

(where Ω is a sample space and E is a measurable space), the entropy H(X) of X is defined
by

H(X) :=



−
∑
x

p(x) · log2 p(x) ifX is a discrete random variable with probability mass
function p(x) := P(X = x)

−
∫
f(x) log2 f(x) dx if X is a continuous random variable with probability

density function f(x).

We want the entropy H(X) associated with the measurement matrix M to be low, and
ideally to have a sublinear growth rate with respect to N . We shall refer to the associ-
ated entropy of a measurement matrix/scheme simply as the entropy of a measurement
matrix/scheme. In certain settings, we may desire a deterministic measurement matrix con-
struction, that is, one whose (associated) entropy is zero.

Uniform and nonuniform recovery models22. When randomness is incorporated in ac-
cordance with property (P4), the measurement matrix M is randomly chosen from some
specified distribution. There are two principal probabilistic models for an `p/`q guarantee
(1.11.1) to hold: the uniform and the nonuniform recovery model. In the uniform recovery

2also known as “for-all” and “for-each” models
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model, for a single randomly-chosen matrix M, with high probability the error guaran-
tee is satisfied for all x ∈ RN . For the nonuniform recovery model, for each fixed (un-
known) x ∈ RN and for a matrixM chosen randomly and independently for each x, with
high probability the error guarantee is satisfied. A scheme which satisfies an `p/`q guaran-
tee in the uniform recovery model also satisfies the same error guarantee in the nonuniform
recovery model (by choosing the same matrix for each x from a degenerate distribution).

Trade-offs and lower bounds. An important theoretical and practical challenge in the
design of compressed sensing schemes is how to achieve good performance across multiple
properties simultaneously. When the properties are in conflict, this necessarily involves
trade-offs. For example, the scheme that uses the identity matrix as the measurement matrix
M to obtain y =Mx = x, and a recovery algorithm ∆(M,y) = y that outputs x̂ = y = x,
satisfies (P1), (P3), and (P4) but fails terribly at (P2). Conflicts between properties also
occur because of the following information-theoretical lower bound: a scheme which achieves
an `1/`1, `2/`1, or `2/`2 error guarantee under the nonuniform recovery model must have
a growth rate of Ω(k log(N/k)) for the number of measurements [BIPW10BIPW10, PW11PW11], and
therefore the same lower bound for the runtime (unless the measurement matrix is trivial).
There has been considerable work attempting to meet these lower bounds. We summarize
this work and other principal previous results in Table 1.11.1. The listed schemes have either
the best performance for one or more of properties (P1)–(P4), or else strong performance
across all four properties.
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Paper Error guarantee D/U/N Row count of M Runtime of ∆ Entropy
[BDF+11BDF+11, Mix15Mix15] `2/`1 D k2−ε LP 0
Our Corollary 3.5.13.5.1 `2/`1 D k2 log2N k2 log2N 0

[KN10KN10] `2/`1 U k log(N/k) LP O (k log(N/k) · log (k log (N/k)))
[GSTV07GSTV07] `2/`1 U k log≥2N k2 log≥2N Ω(N)
[GLPS17GLPS17] `1/`1 U k logN k>1 log≥2N Ω(N)

[CM06CM06, Theorem 4] `2/`2 N k log3N k log3N Ω(N)
[GLPS12GLPS12, Theorem 1.1] `2/`2 N k log(N/k) k log≥2N Ω(N)
[NS19NS19, Theorem 1.2] `2/`2 N k log(N/k) k log2(N/k) Ω(N)

[Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (2)] `2/`1 N k log2N k log2N O (log k · log (k logN)) =∗ O(log2 k)
[Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (3)] `2/`1 N k log k · logN k log k · logN O (k log k · log (k logN))
Our Corollary 4.3.74.3.7 `2/`1 N k logN N logN O (logN · log (k logN))
Our Corollary 4.4.14.4.1 `2/`1 N k log k · logN k log k · logN O (log k · log (k logN))

Table 1.1: Summary of the principal previous results and the results obtained in this thesis. The column “D/U/N” specifies whether the
error guarantee (1.11.1) applies to the deterministic (D) model, the uniform (U) recovery model or the nonuniform (N) recovery model.
The measurement and runtime complexities are each subject to O-notation, suppressed for brevity. “LP” denotes the time complexity of
solving a linear program of N variables. ∗ follows from the assumption of [Iwe14Iwe14] that k = Ω(logN). Some of the lower bounds reported
in other papers have been refined here for comparison purposes. For example, [GLPS12GLPS12, Theorem 1.1] reports the runtime of ∆ in the
less precise form O(k logO(1)N). Schemes for which the entropy was not reported, but whose measurement matrixM contains at least
one randomly generated entry in each column, are listed here as having entropy Ω(N).
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1.3 Our Contributions

We now state our main contributions.

Fastest Deterministic `p/`q Compressed Sensing Scheme. In Corollary 3.5.13.5.1, we
provide a deterministic compressed sensing scheme satisfying an `2/`1 error guarantee.
Both the row count and the recovery algorithm runtime of this scheme are O(k2 log2N).
To the author’s knowledge, the recovery algorithm is faster than all other deterministic
compressed sensing schemes satisfying an `p/`q error guarantee. Furthermore, this scheme
is memory-efficient. Our innovation lies in connecting ideas from different areas involving
coding theory, group testing, and data streaming. In particular, we show how to use disjunct
matrix constructions due to Porat and Rothschild [PR11PR11] and to Kautz and Singleton [KS64KS64]
to produce certain measurement matrices. These matrices are paired with a sublinear-time
recovery algorithm, inspired by a streaming algorithm, to produce the compressed sensing
scheme.

Nonuniform `2/`1 Compressed Sensing Scheme with a Near-Optimal Runtime
and Low Entropy. In Corollary 4.4.14.4.1, we provide a randomized variant of Corollary 3.5.13.5.1
that applies to the nonuniform recovery model. This compressed sensing scheme satisfies all
four properties (P1)–(P4) simultaneously; to the author’s knowledge, the only other scheme
to do so is [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (2)]. Both the row count and the recovery algorithm runtime
are O(k log k · logN). For the regime k ≤ N c for some fixed c ∈ [0, 1), these growth rates
are within a factor of O(log k) of the respective lower bounds of Ω(k log(N/k)). In fact, our
scheme is as fast as that of [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (3)], which has the fastest known runtime
of schemes with an `p/`q error-guarantee, yet the entropy is reduced from O

(
Nk2 logN

)
to

O (log k · log (k logN)). Furthermore, this entropy is as low as that of [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (2)],
which is the only previously known scheme satisfying (P1)–(P3) and requiring sublinear
entropy. In Corollary 4.3.74.3.7, we also provide a variant of Corollary 4.4.14.4.1, whose row-count m
is optimal (for the regime k ≤ N c for some fixed c ∈ [0, 1)). This is the first measurement-
optimal scheme requiring sublinear entropy.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 22 discusses background material on compressed
sensing (Section 2.12.1) and related topics required to describe our main contributions (Sec-
tions 2.22.2, 2.32.3, and 2.42.4). In particular, Section 2.42.4 introduces (K,α)-coherent matrices, which
will be used in constructing measurement matrices in later chapters.
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Chapter 33 describes our first main contribution. The compressed sensing scheme is modular-
ized into an identification scheme, estimation scheme and pruning algorithm (see Figure 3.13.1).
We use a top-down approach and discuss these three modules in reverse order: pruning al-
gorithm in Section 3.23.2, estimation scheme in Section 3.33.3, and identification scheme in Sec-
tion 3.43.4. We combine these components in Section 3.53.5 to obtain our first main contribution.

Chapter 44 describes our second main contribution. This is obtained by randomizing the
identification scheme and estimation scheme of Chapter 33. The randomized identification
scheme and randomized estimation scheme are discussed in Sections 4.24.2 and 4.34.3, respectively.
We combine them in Section 4.44.4 with the same pruning algorithm as in Section 3.23.2 to obtain
our second main contribution (see Figure 4.14.1).

Chapter 55 contains concluding remarks and discussion of future work.

A preliminary version of some of our results was given in [LJ21LJ21] and presented at the online
2021 International Symposium on Information Theory.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Compressed Sensing

2.1.1 Geometric and Combinatorial Recovery Algorithms

Broadly speaking, the recovery algorithms of compressed sensing schemes follow either a
geometric approach or a combinatorial approach.

Geometric approach. The geometric approach was first proposed in [CRT06aCRT06a, Don06Don06]
and has been extensively studied since then. The key property of the measurement matrix
which allows accurate recovery is the Restricted Isometry Property (see Definition 2.1.12.1.1).
If a measurement matrix satisfies this property, then an approximation x̂ can be obtained
from the measurement y = Mx by solving the following basis pursuit or `1-minimization
program with N variables andm constraints, which is equivalent to solving a linear program
with 2N variables and m+ 2N constraints [Til15Til15]:

minimise ‖x̂‖1 subject toMx̂ = y. (2.1)

The main advantage of the geometric approach is the small number of measurements: see
Section 2.1.22.1.2 for some constructions. The main disadvantage of the geometric approach is
the runtime of the recovery algorithm, since solving a linear program with Θ(N) variables
and Ω(N) constraints takes Ω(Nω) time in general11 where ω is the exponent of matrix
multiplication.

1However, algorithms designed specifically for basis pursuit may be faster, see [FR13FR13, Chapter 15] for
some examples. Furthermore, the structure of M such as sparsity can also be exploited to have a faster
runtime.
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Combinatorial Approach. The combinatorial approach was first proposed in [CM06CM06,
Mut06Mut06, Ind08Ind08], using ideas related to group testing (see Section 2.32.3) and streaming algo-
rithms [Mut06Mut06, GI10GI10]. The recovery algorithm of the combinatorial approach is usually itera-
tive, and each iteration comprises three phases: an identification phase, an estimation phase,
and a pruning phase. In the identification phase, we identify a set S ⊆ [N ] = {0, 1, . . . , N−1}
containing the “heavy hitters” (the indices of the entries of x having largest magnitude),
potentially with some false positives. In the estimation phase, we construct a vector z ∈ RN

that estimates the entries of x at each index in S, and takes all other entries of z to be 0. In
the pruning phase, we obtain an approximation x̂ by setting to 0 all but O(k) entries of z
having the largest magnitude. See Algorithms 11 and 22 for an overview of the non-iterative
and iterative versions, respectively, of the combinatorial approach. Our contributions are
schemes using the non-iterative combinatorial approach.

The main advantage of the combinatorial approach is that it can be designed to have a fast
recovery algorithm. Despite this, it is difficult to reduce the number of measurements to be
as close to optimal as in the geometric approach.

Algorithm 1 Recovery Algorithm of Non-iterative Combinatorial Approach
Input:M, y, k ∈ [N ]
Output: an approximation x̂ ∈ RN to a best k-term approximation to x

1: S ← Identify(M,y) . identify a set of indices containing the heavy hitters
2: z← Estimate(M,y, S) . estimate the value of x at each index in S
3: x̂← Prune(z, k, S) . prune z to O(k) nonzero entries
4: Output: x̂

Algorithm 2 Recovery Algorithm of Iterative Combinatorial Approach [Li13Li13, Algorithm
1.1]

Input:M, y, k ∈ [N ]
Output: an approximation x̂ ∈ RN to a best k-term approximation to x

1: Initialize x̂← 0 ∈ RN

2: while the halting criterion is not satisfied do
3: . at each iteration, update the partial approximation x̂ to the final output
4: S ← Identify(M,y, x̂)
5: z← Estimate(M,y, S)
6: w← Prune(z, k, S)
7: x̂←Merge(x̂,w) . the partial approximation x̂ converges
8: y← y−Mx̂
9: end while

10: Output: x̂
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2.1.2 Restricted Isometry Property

In this section we introduce the Restricted Isometry Property of a measurement matrix.
Although this property is primarily associated with geometric compressed sensing schemes,
it is important in the development of ideas that led to our combinatorial compressed sensing
schemes.

Definition 2.1.1 (Restricted Isometry Property (RIP)). Let k ∈ N, and δ ∈ (0, 1). An m×
N matrixM has the Restricted Isometry Property of order k with constant δ (abbreviated
as RIP(k, δ)) if

(1− δ)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Mx‖22 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖22 for all k-sparse x ∈ RN . (2.2)

For a matrixM∈ Cm×N and positive integer k, it is desirable that (2.22.2) holds for small δ.
For instance, ifM has the RIP(2k, δ) with δ <

√
2− 1, thenM can be combined with an

`1-minimization-based recovery algorithm (2.12.1) to provide a uniform `2/`1 error guarantee
[Can08Can08]. Furthermore, RIP matrices for which (2.22.2) holds for sufficiently small δ can also
be paired with other faster (although still Ω(N)) recovery algorithms such as Regularized
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit [NV09NV09, NV10NV10], CoSaMP [NT09NT09], and Iterative Hard Thresh-
olding [BD09BD09]. Henceforth, when referring to RIP matrices, we implicitly mean those with
small δ.

All known deterministic constructions of RIP matrices have poor row count. In fact, most
of them [DeV07DeV07, HS09HS09, AHSC09AHSC09, Che11bChe11b, LGGZ12LGGZ12, CJ10CJ10, NT11NT11, AM11AM11, AMM12AMM12, YZ13YZ13,
LG14aLG14a, LG14bLG14b, NJS16NJS16] are based on coherence [DE03DE03], resulting in the restriction that
k = O(

√
m) [Wel74Wel74, JMF13JMF13], commonly known as the square-root bottleneck. Consequently,

the measurement matrix has m = Ω(k2) rows and so does not satisfy property (P2) (a
small row count). The only known deterministic RIP matrix construction that overcomes
this bottleneck is given in [BDF+11BDF+11, Mix15Mix15], satisfying k = Ω(m1/2+ε0) for the constant
ε0 ≈ 4.4466× 10−24 by [Mix15Mix15].

In contrast, randomized constructions of RIP matrices are not subject to the square-root
bottleneck. For example, by sampling an m × N matrix with independent identically dis-
tributed Gaussian N (0, 1/m) entries, one obtains an RIP(k, δ) matrix with probability
1 − ε provided that m ≥ Cδ−2k log (N/k), where C depends only on ε [CRT06aCRT06a, Don06Don06].
For fixed ε and δ, this measurement matrix has m = O(k log(N/k)) rows and hence satisfies
property (P2). Other notable randomized constructions of RIP matrices include Bernoulli
random matrices [CT06aCT06a] and Fourier random matrices [CT06aCT06a, RV08RV08, Bou14Bou14, NPW14NPW14,
HR17HR17, BLM18BLM18]. In fact, the row count for Gaussian and for Bernoulli random matrices is
order-optimal [BIPW10BIPW10, PW11PW11]. However, these constructions require an entropy of Ω(N),
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and so do not satisfy property (P4) (low entropy). Furthermore, although these random
matrices are very likely to satisfy the RIP, certifying this property is in general NP-hard
[BDMS13BDMS13, TP13TP13, Wee17Wee17, WBP16WBP16, DKWB20DKWB20]. Since this is true in particular for the regime
k �

√
m, it is not practical to obtain an RIP matrix that overcomes the square-root bottle-

neck by presenting successive random matrices to a certifier until a “yes” output is obtained
(so that the input matrix has been certified to have the RIP).

2.1.3 DeVore RIP Matrix Construction

Most deterministic RIP matrix constructions rely on systems of unit vectors (the columns
of the matrix) having small coherence.

Definition 2.1.2 (µ-coherent). Let µ ∈ [0, 1]. An m × N matrix M is µ-coherent if each
column is `2-normalized and the inner product between each distinct pair of columns is at
most µ.

The following result shows that matrices with small coherence give good RIP properties.

Theorem 2.1.3 ([HR17HR17, Theorem 5.3]). Suppose that an m×N matrixM is µ-coherent.
ThenM has the RIP(k, (k − 1)µ) for all k ∈ [N ].

The first known deterministic construction of RIP matrices is due to DeVore [DeV07DeV07], and
is obtained by applying Theorem 2.1.32.1.3 to the following result.

Theorem 2.1.4 (DeVore RIP Matrix [DeV07DeV07, Theorem 3.1]). Let q be a prime power, let
k be a positive integer where k ≤ q, and let N = qk. Let Fq = {α1, . . . , αq}. Let P be the
set of polynomials {f(y) =

∑k−1
i=0 biy

i | bi ∈ Fq} of size N . Associate each f ∈ P with a
vector x = (x0, . . . , xq2−1) of length q2 by setting

xj+qi =


1√
q if f(αi) = j

0 otherwise,

where 0 ≤ i ≤ q − 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1. (Each of these vectors is formed from q blocks of
length q, where each block contains exactly one nonzero entry and this entry has value 1√

q .)

The q2 ×N matrix whose columns are given by these N vectors is logq N−1
q -coherent.

In Section 2.4.22.4.2, we will connect the DeVore RIP Matrix to Reed-Solomon codes (see Sec-
tion 2.2.22.2.2), combinatorial group testing (see Section 2.32.3), and incoherent binary matrices
(see Section 2.42.4).
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2.2 Coding Theory

The DeVore RIP Matrix is related to Reed-Solomon codes, even though this is not explicitly
stated in [DeV07DeV07]. To the author’s knowledge, this connection was first explicitly stated
in [MB11MB11, Section III. B.]. In fact, the measurement matrix of many compressed sensing
schemes [CM06CM06, HCS08HCS08, AHSC09AHSC09, MB11MB11, DSV12DSV12, LGGZ12LGGZ12, AMM12AMM12, YZ13YZ13, LV20LV20] can be
viewed as a construction from codes.

2.2.1 Basic Concepts

Definition 2.2.1 (code, binary code, codeword, length, size). A code C over a finite field
Fq is a subset of (Fq)m, where the positive integer m is the length and |C| is the size of the
code. Each member of C is called a codeword. The code is binary if q = 2.

Definition 2.2.2 (distance). The distance d(c, c′) between codewords c and c′ is the number
of positions in which c and c′ differ. The distance d of a code C is the minimum of the
distances between each two distinct codewords of C.

Definition 2.2.3 (weight, constant weight). The weight of a codeword c is the number of
non-zero entries in c. A code of constant weight w is one for which all codewords have equal
weight w. We denote a length m code over Fq of distance d and constant weight w as an
(m, d,w)q-code.

Definition 2.2.4 (linear code, dimension). A length m code C over Fq is linear if it is a
subspace of (Fq)m (regarded as a vector space under vector addition). The dimension k of
a length m linear code C over Fq is the dimension of the subspace C (so that k ≤ m and
|C| = qk). We denote a linear code over Fq of length m, dimension k, and distance d, as an
[m, k, d]q-code.

2.2.2 Reed-Solomon Codes

One of the most important problems in coding theory is: for fixed m, d, and q, what is the
maximum size N of a length m code of distance d over Fq? The Singleton bound [Sin64Sin64]
gives a simple upper bound on this size. This gives a necessary condition for the existence
of a code with respect to the parameters N,m, d, q.

Theorem 2.2.5 (Singleton bound [Rot06Rot06, Theorem 4.1], MDS code). Suppose that C is a
code over Fq, with length m, size N and distance d. Then d ≤ m− logqN + 1. A maximum
distance separable (MDS) code is one that meets the Singleton bound.
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We now describe a special class of codes meeting the Singleton bound, namely the Reed-
Solomon codes [RS60RS60].

Definition 2.2.6 (Reed-Solomon code). Let k ≤ r ≤ q be positive integers where q is a
prime power. Let α1, · · · , αr be distinct elements of Fq. Consider the set of polynomials
{f(x) =

∑k−1
i=0 bix

i | bi ∈ Fq} of size qk. Associate each polynomial f with the length r word
over Fq given by (f(α1), · · · , f(αr)). The set of all such words is the Reed-Solomon code,
which is a linear [r, k, r − k + 1]q-code and so is an MDS code.

2.2.3 Porat-Rothschild Construction of Linear Codes Meeting the Gilbert-
Varshamov Bound

Whereas the Singleton bound provides a necessary condition for the existence of a code
with given parameters, we now present a sufficient condition. This was proved for general
codes by Gilbert [Gil52Gil52] and for linear codes by Varshamov [Var57Var57]. We will describe the
case for linear codes below, which requires the following definition.

Definition 2.2.7 (q-ary entropy). Let q ≥ 2 be an integer. The q-ary entropy function
Hq : [0, 1]→ R is defined by

Hq(δ) =

0 for δ ∈ {0, 1}

δ logq(q − 1)− δ logq(δ)− (1− δ) logq(1− δ) otherwise.

Theorem 2.2.8 (Asymptotic Gilbert–Varshamov (GV) bound for linear codes [Rot06Rot06,
Theorem 4.10]). Let q ≥ 2 be a prime power, and let 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 − 1/q. Let m ≥ 2 be
an integer, and let k be an integer such that k ≤ (1 − Hq(δ))m. Then there exists an
[m, k, δm]q-code.

The original proof for Theorem 2.2.82.2.8 uses a standard probabilistic method that is non-
constructive. Using a derandomization method known as the method of conditional expec-
tation [AS16AS16], Porat and Rothschild [PR11PR11] gave an explicit construction of such codes,
which we now summarize.

Theorem 2.2.9 (Explicit linear code meeting GV bound [PR11PR11, Theorem 3]). Let q ≥ 2
be a prime power, and let 0 < δ ≤ 1 − 1/q. Let m ≥ 2 be an integer, and let k be an
integer such that k ≤ (1−Hq(δ))m. Then a [m, k, δm]q-code can be explicitly constructed
in Θ(qkm) time.
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2.2.4 Kautz-Singleton Concatenation

Code concatenation [For65For65] is a technique for constructing a long code over a small field
with good properties from a long code over a large field and a short code over a small
field. A particular example, known as Kautz-Singleton concatenation [KS64KS64], can be used
to construct binary codes with good properties from codes over Fq. This technique will be
used in Sections 2.32.3 and 2.42.4 to construct disjunct matrices and incoherent binary matrices.
For more discussion about general code concatenation, see [GRS19GRS19, §10].

Definition 2.2.10 (Kautz-Singleton concatenation). Let α be a primitive element of Fq,
so that Fq = {0, 1, α, . . . , αq−3, αq−2}. Suppose C is a code over Fq with length m and
distance d. Then the image of C under the mapping that replaces symbols of Fq by length q
binary vectors according to the rule

0 7→ 100 . . . 00

1 7→ 010 . . . 00

α 7→ 001 . . . 00
...

αq−3 7→ 000 . . . 10

αq−2 7→ 000 . . . 01

is a binary constant-weight (mq, 2d,m)2-code.

2.3 Group Testing

Non-adaptive group testing [KS64KS64, Kat73Kat73, DR82DR82, DH00DH00, DH06DH06, AJS19AJS19] can be thought of
as a compressed sensing problem over a Boolean domain {0, 1}. In this setting, the m×N
measurement matrix M = (mi,j) and the unknown k-sparse vector x = (xj) are both
binary (having entries in {0, 1}), and the addition and multiplication use Boolean algebra.
We write ∨ for the Boolean sum (disjunction), and ∧ for the Boolean product (conjunction).
The measurement y = (yi) is defined by the logical expression

yi := (mi,1 ∧ x1) ∨ (mi,2 ∧ x2) ∨ · · · ∨ (mi,N ∧ xN ).

Since yi = mi,1x1 ∨ · · · ∨ mi,NxN , the distinction between this setting and the previous
setting yi = mi,1x1 + · · ·+mi,NxN is that addition over R is replaced by the Boolean sum.
As before, we wish to approximate xk fromM and y, and we want the row count m ofM
to be small. In this case xk = x since x is k-sparse.
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The non-adaptive group testing problem has recently attracted particular attention in the
context of COVID-19 testing [Täu20Täu20, VFH+20VFH+20, Nal20Nal20, MSW+21MSW+21, Seo20Seo20, ZDL+21ZDL+21]. In this
context, N is the number of individuals to be tested, k is the number of infected people,
and m is the number of group tests. The unknown vector x = (xj) ∈ {0, 1}N represents the
infection status of the N individuals, where xj = 1 if and only if individual j is infected.
We wish to determine the indices j for which xj = 1 (representing the infected individuals)
by carrying out m group tests, each of which pools biological sample material from a subset
of the individuals. The pooling design is represented by the measurement matrixM: group
test i contains sample material from individual j if and only if mi,j = 1. The outcome of
group test i is represented by yi, which takes the value 1 if and only if group test i contains
sample material from an infected individual (that is, there exists some j for which xj = 1
and mi,j = 1).

2.3.1 Disjunct Matrices

In combinatorial group testing, we wish to recover the unknown k-sparse vector x exactly.
The following combinatorial structure for the binary matrixM allows us to do so.

Definition 2.3.1 (k-disjunct). A binary vector (ui) contains a binary vector (vi) of equal
length if, for each i,

vi = 1 =⇒ ui = 1.

A binary matrix M is k-disjunct22 if there is no set S of k columns of M whose Boolean
sum contains a column ofM not in S.

Provided the binary matrix M is k-disjunct, the k-sparse vector x can be recovered from
y using the naive O(mN)-time33 recovery algorithm:

xj = 0 if and only if there exists some i for which yi = 0 and mi,j = 1.

In the COVID-19 testing context, we certify each individual appearing in a negative group
test as healthy, and all other individuals as infected. We remark the underlying idea of this
group testing recovery algorithm has appeared under many names in [KS64KS64, Mal13Mal13, CCJS11CCJS11,
CJSA14CJSA14, LG08LG08]. It can be viewed as a combinatorial analogue of the Orthogonal Matching

2also known as zero-false-drop (ZFD) code [KS64KS64], disjunctive code [DR82DR82], cover-free family [EFF85EFF85,
Rus94Rus94, Fü96Fü96], and strongly selective family [CMS03CMS03])

3This algorithm can be paired with an arbitrary k-disjunct matrix, but its runtime is impractical for
large N . In contrast, there are specific k-disjunct matrices which can be paired with their associated sublinear-
time recovery algorithm [INR10INR10, NPR11NPR11, CN20CN20].
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Pursuit recovery algorithm in compressed sensing [TG07TG07], and so is now commonly known
as Combinatorial Orthogonal Matching Pursuit [CCJS11CCJS11]. See [GIS08GIS08] for more detailed
exposition on the extensive interplay between compressed sensing and group testing.

We now give a lower bound on the growth rate of the row count m of a k-disjunct matrix
of N columns (in which we consider N and k to be varying parameters).

Theorem 2.3.2 (lower bound for disjunct matrix [DR82DR82]). Let N and k be positive integers
such that k < N . Then a k-disjunct matrix of size m×N has m = Ω

(
min

(
k2 logkN,N

))
.

The best known probabilistic upper bound and constructive upper bound are both very
close to the lower bound of Theorem 2.3.22.3.2.

Theorem 2.3.3 (probabilistic upper bound for disjunct matrix [Che11aChe11a, Theorem 4.4]).
Let N and k be positive integers such that k < N . Then there exists a k-disjunct matrix of
size m×N with m = O

(
min

(
k2 log(N/k), N

))
.

The best row count for an explicit construction of a k-disjunct matrix to date is due to
Porat and Rothschild [PR11PR11]. They apply Kautz-Singleton concatenation (see Definition
2.2.102.2.10) to the explicit linear code meeting the Gilbert-Varshamov bound (produced in the
same paper, see Theorem 2.2.92.2.9) to obtain a binary constant-weight code. The associated
binary matrix (whose columns are the codewords) is a k-disjunct matrix whose row count
is bounded as follows.

Theorem 2.3.4 (constructive upper bound for disjunct matrix [PR11PR11]). Let N and k be
positive integers such that k < N . Then a k-disjunct matrix of size m × N with m =
O
(

min
(
k2 logN,N

))
can be explicitly constructed in Θ(NK) time.

2.4 Binary Matrices with Small Coherence

In Section 2.1.32.1.3 we defined µ-coherent matrices and described a connection with RIP matri-
ces. We now introduce a modified definition of coherence of binary matrices, to be used in
constructing a compressed sensing measurement matrixM in Chapter 33. We will discuss the
relationships between binary matrices with small coherence and RIP matrices, codes, and
disjunct matrices (see Figure 2.12.1). See also [Che11bChe11b] for an overview of these relationships,
as well as those involving codes with large distance, spherical codes with small coherence,
list-decodable codes, and combinatorial designs.
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2.4.1 (K,α)-Coherent Matrices

Definition 2.4.1 ((K,α)-coherent matrix). Let K and α be positive integers satisfying
K > α. An m × N binary {0, 1} matrix MC is (K,α)-coherent if each column of MC

contains exactly K ones and each pair of distinct columns of MC has dot product at
most α.

Remark 2.4.2 ((K,α)-coherent matrix is α
K -coherent). If we apply `2 normalization to

each column of a (K,α)-coherent matrixMC, then the resulting matrix is α
K -coherent (see

Definition 2.1.22.1.2) and therefore has the RIP(k, (k−1) αK ) for all k ∈ [N ] (see Theorem 2.1.32.1.3).

Remark 2.4.3. By viewing the codewords of a binary constant-weight (m, 2(K −α),K)2-
code of size N (see Definition 2.2.32.2.3) as columns of a binary matrix, we obtain a (K,α)-
coherent matrix of size m × N for which α is tight (there exists a pair of columns whose
dot product is exactly α).

In [Joh62Joh62, Theorem 3], Johnson introduced an auxiliary function associated with the well-
known problem of determining the maximum size of a length m binary code of distance d
and constant weight w, and derived an upper bound on this function using elementary
methods. We now obtain the following lower bound on the row count of a (K,α)-coherent
matrix by making a connection with this auxiliary function.

Theorem 2.4.4. Let N,K, and α be positive integers such that K > α. Let MC ∈
{0, 1}m×N be a (K,α)-coherent matrix. Then

m ≥ NK2

(N − 1)α+K
= Ω

(
min

(
K2

α
,
NK

α

))
.

We now show that a (K,α)-coherent matrix MC is also a disjunct matrix (see Defini-
tion 2.3.12.3.1).

Theorem 2.4.5 ([DH00DH00, Lemma 7.3.2]). A (K,α)-coherent matrix MC of size m × N is
b(K − 1)/αc-disjunct.

Proof. Let S be a set of b(K − 1)/αc columns of MC and let v be a column of MC

not in S. By the definition of a (K,α)-coherent matrix, each vector in S has at most α
entries 1 in common with v. Therefore the Boolean sum of the vectors in S has at most
αb(K − 1)/αc ≤ K − 1 entries 1 in common with v and so does not contain v.

We summarize the relationships between these combinatorial objects in Figure 2.12.1.
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Code over Fq with length K,
distance K − α, and size N

Binary constant-weight
(Kq, 2(K − α),K)2-

code of size N

(K,α)-coherent ma-
trix of size Kq × N

⌊
K−1
α

⌋
-disjunct ma-

trix of size Kq × N

α
K -coherent ma-

trix of size Kq × N

RIP(k, (k − 1) αK ) ma-
trix of size Kq × N

Definition 2.2.102.2.10

Remark 2.4.22.4.2Remark 2.4.32.4.3

Theorem 2.4.52.4.5

Theorem 2.1.32.1.3

Figure 2.1: Relationships between code with large distance, (K,α)-coherent matrix, disjunct
matrix, and RIP matrix.

2.4.2 Reinterpretation of DeVore RIP Matrix as Kautz-Singleton Con-
catenation of Reed-Solomon Code

Kautz and Singleton [KS64KS64, Section V B] gave a strongly explicit construction of a disjunct
matrix44, using Kautz-Singleton concatenation to transform a Reed-Solomon code [RS60RS60]
into a binary constant-weight code and then taking the associated matrix. After normalizing
the columns, we recognize the resulting matrix as being identical to the DeVore RIP matrix
(see Sections 2.1.32.1.3 and 2.22.2). Furthermore, this disjunct matrix is also (K,α)-coherent for a
sufficiently large value of α (even though the converse of Theorem 2.4.52.4.5 does not hold in
general). The following theorem describes this reinterpretation of the DeVore RIP matrix
construction. It is essentially Theorem 2.1.42.1.4, in which each nonzero entry 1√

q is replaced
by 1, and q is chosen to be the first prime power at least as large as K (so that K ≤ q < 2K
by Bertrand’s postulate).

Theorem 2.4.6. Let N,K,α be positive integers satisfying K > α ≥ logK N − 1. Then we
can explicitly construct a (K,α)-coherent matrixMKS of size m ×N , where m = Θ(K2).
Furthermore, the matrix comprises exactly K blocks of Θ(K) rows, each column of each
row block containing exactly one 1. Furthermore, the location of the unique 1 entry in row

4A construction of an m×N matrix is strongly explicit if each column of the matrix can be constructed
in time poly(m), and explicit if each column can be constructed in time poly(m, N).
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block j ∈ [K] and column n ∈ [N ] can be determined from j and n in O(logK N) time using
Horner’s rule

anxn + anxn−1 +· · ·+ a0 = ((anx+ an−1)x+· · ·)x+ ao.

We summarize the relationships between these combinatorial objects in Figure 2.22.2.

Definition 2.2.62.2.6:
Reed-Solomon

[K, dlogqNe,K −α]q-code where
α = dlogqNe − 1 and q = Θ(K)

Binary constant-weight(
Θ(K2), 2 (K − α) ,K

)
2-code

of size N where
α = dlogqNe − 1

Theorem 2.4.62.4.6:
(K,α)-coherent matrixMKS

of size Θ(K2) × N where
α = logK N − 1 ≥ dlogqNe − 1

[KS64KS64, Section V B]
Kautz-Singleton strongly

explicit k-disjunct matrix with
row count m =∗ O

(
k2 log2 N

log2(k logN)

)
,

where k =
⌊

K−1
logK N−1

⌋

logK N−1
K -coherent matrix
of size Θ(K2) × N

Theorem 2.1.42.1.4:
DeVore RIP matrix
with q = Θ(K)

Definition 2.2.102.2.10

Remark 2.4.22.4.2Remark 2.4.32.4.3

Theorem 2.4.52.4.5

Theorem 2.1.32.1.3

Figure 2.2: Relationships between Reed-Solomon code, (K, logK N − 1)-coherent matrix,
Kautz-Singleton disjunct matrix, and DeVore RIP matrix. All matrix constructions are
strongly explicit. * follows from K2 = O

(
k2 log2 N

log2 K

)
= O

(
k2 log2 N

log2(K logK)

)
= O

(
k2 log2 N

log2(k logN)

)
.

2.4.3 Order-Optimal Construction: Reinterpretation of Porat-Rothschild
Disjunct Matrix Construction

In Section 2.4.22.4.2 we made a connection between a Reed-Solomon code, a Kautz-Singleton dis-
junct matrix, and the DeVore RIP matrix, reinterpreting them as a (K,α)-coherent matrix
(see Figure 2.22.2). We now make an analogous connection between a code meeting the Gilbert-
Varshamov bound (Theorem 2.2.92.2.9), a Porat-Rothschild disjunct matrix (Theorem 2.3.42.3.4),
and an RIP matrix introduced by Cheraghchi [Che11bChe11b, Section III], reinterpreting them as
a (K,α)-coherent matrix (see Figure 2.32.3).
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The following theorem describes this reinterpretation of the Porat-Rothschild disjunct ma-
trix as a (Θ (K) ,Θ(logN))-coherent matrix, whose row count is order-optimal for N > K

by Theorem 2.4.42.4.4.

Theorem 2.4.7. Let N,K,α be positive integers satisfying K > α > c logN for some
absolute constant c > 0. Then we can explicitly construct a (K,α)-coherent matrix MPR

of size m × N in Θ(NK) time, where m = Θ
(
K2/α

)
. Furthermore, the matrix comprises

exactly K blocks of Θ (K/α) rows, each column of each row block containing exactly one 1.

We summarize these relationships, as well as those involving the Porat-Rothschild construc-
tion of linear codes meeting the Gilbert-Varshamov bound, in Figure 2.32.3.

Theorem 2.2.92.2.9 with
δ = 1 − α/K:

Porat-Rothschild explicit
[K, dlogqNe,K − α]q-code∗

meeting GV bound, where
α = Θ(logN) and q = Θ(K/α)

Binary constant-weight(
Θ(K2/α), 2 (K − α) ,K

)
2-code

of size N where
α = Θ(logN)

Theorem 2.4.72.4.7:
(K,α)-coherent matrix of size

Θ
(
K2

α

)
×N where α = Θ(logN)

Theorem 2.3.42.3.4:
Porat-Rothschild k-disjunct matrix
with row count m = Θ

(
k2 logN

)
,

where k = Θ
(

K
logN

)

Θ(logN)
K -coherent matrix

of size Θ
(

K2

logN

)
× N

[Che11bChe11b, Section III]:
Cheraghchi RIP Matrix

Definition 2.2.102.2.10

Remark 2.4.22.4.2Remark 2.4.32.4.3

Theorem 2.4.52.4.5

Theorem 2.1.32.1.3

Figure 2.3: Relationship between Porat-Rothschild explicit linear codes meeting GV
bound, (K,Θ(logN))-coherent matrix, Porat-Rothschild explicit disjunct matrix, and
Cheraghchi RIP matrix. All matrix constructions are explicit. The existence of a

code∗ follows from 1 − Hq(1 − α
K ) =

log
(
1+ 1

q−1

)
log q + α

K

log
( (q−1)α

K

)
log q +

(
1− α

K

) log(1− α
K )

log q =
1

log q

(
Θ
(

1
q

)
+ α

KΘ (1)−Θ
(
α
K

))
= Θ

(
α

K log q

)
using log

(
1± 1

x

)
= Θ

(
± 1
x

)
and q − 1 =

Θ(K/α); therefore
(
1−Hq

(
1− α

K

))
K = Θ

(
α

log q

)
= Θ(logqN).
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Chapter 3

Deterministic Compressed Sensing
Scheme with a Fast Runtime

In this chapter, we give a deterministic compressed sensing scheme satisfying an `2/`1 error
guarantee (Corollary 3.5.13.5.1) which, to the author’s knowledge, achieves a faster runtime than
all other deterministic compressed sensing schemes satisfying an `p/`q error guarantee.

3.1 Overview of Techniques

Measurement matrix. The measurement matrix M takes the form M =

 Mid

Mest

 ,
whereMid is called an identification matrix andMest is called an estimation matrix. The
measurement y =Mx can therefore be considered as a two-part measurement

y =

 Mid

Mest

x =

 yid

yest

 .
See Figure 3.13.1 for an overview of how the identification measurement yid and estimation
measurement yest are used in the recovery algorithm.

Recovery algorithm.Our main compressed sensing scheme in this chapter (Corollary 3.5.13.5.1)
is a scheme using the non-iterative combinatorial approach, and the recovery algorithm ∆
has the structure of Algorithm 11. Our recovery algorithm is the same as that of Iwen [BIS12BIS12,
Algorithm 1], which we present here as Algorithm 88. The three phases (identification, es-
timation and pruning) of this algorithm are modularized and presented as Algorithms 77, 66
and 55 respectively. On a high level, this can be represented as Algorithm 33.
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Algorithm 3 Summary of Iwen’s Recovery Algorithm [BIS12BIS12, Algorithm 1]

Input:M =

 Mid

Mest

, y =

 yid

yest

 =Mx, and k

Output: an approximation x̂ ∈ RN satisfying an `2/`1 error guarantee
1: S = Algorithm 77(Mid,yid) . set of indices containing largest entries of x
2: z = Algorithm 66(Mest,yest, S) . estimate the value of x at each index in S
3: x̂ = Algorithm 55(z, k, S) . prune z to at most 2k nonzero entries
4: Output: x̂ ∈ RN

Each of these three phases, together with its corresponding matrix (if applicable), is dis-
cussed later: identification matrix Mid and Algorithm 77 in Section 3.43.4; estimation matrix
Mest and Algorithm 66 in Section 3.33.3; and Algorithm 55 in Section 3.23.2.

Identification-free scheme. We also present a modification of the above scheme in which
the measurement matrix consists of only the estimation matrix, and the recovery algorithm
(see Algorithm 44) consists of only the estimation and pruning phase. That is, the identi-
fication of indices of the largest entries of x in Step 1 of Algorithm 33 is not carried out.
Instead, we take S = [N ] as an input for Algorithm 66. Consequently, fewer measurements
are needed but the recovery algorithm is slower as the entries are now estimated at each
index in [N ].

Algorithm 4 Identification-free Variant of Algorithm 33
Input:M =Mest, y = yest =Mx, and k
Output: an approximation x̂ ∈ RN satisfying an `2/`1 error guarantee (1.11.1)

1: z = Algorithm 66(Mest,yest, [N ]) . estimate the value of x at each index in [N ]
2: x̂ = Algorithm 55(z, k, [N ]) . prune z to at most 2k nonzero entries
3: Output: x̂ ∈ RN

Ingredients of the measurement matrix. Each of Mid and Mest is constructed from
a (K,α)-coherent matrix (see Section 2.42.4): either a Porat-Rothschild matrixMPR (having
order-optimal row count), or a Kautz-Singleton matrixMKS.
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Identification
matrixMid

Identification
measurement
yid = Mid x

Algorithm 77:
Identification

Set S ⊆ [N ]
containing all heavy hitters

Estimation
matrixMest

Estimation
measurement

yest = Mest x

Algorithm 66:
Estimation

z ∈ RN

(estimates xn accurately
for indices n ∈ S)

k ∈ [N ]

Algorithm 55:
Pruning

Approximation x̂ ∈ RN

satisfying an `2/`1 error guarantee (1.11.1)
(set all but at most 2k entries of z to 0)

Identification
Phase

Estimation
Phase

Pruning
Phase

Figure 3.1: Overview of the identification, estimation, and pruning phases of the recovery
algorithm (Algorithm 88) for the deterministic compressed sensing scheme of Corollary 3.5.13.5.1.
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3.2 Pruning Algorithm

In this section, we describe the pruning phase depicted in Figure 3.13.1. The pruning algorithm
takes as an input the vector z ∈ RN output by the estimation algorithm. This vector
accurately estimates the entries of x ∈ RN at the indices identified by the identification
algorithm, and is 0 at all other indices. In this section, we show that setting to 0 all but (at
most) 2k entries of z having the largest magnitude gives an approximation to x satisfying
an `2/`1 error guarantee. We formalize this in Theorem 3.2.33.2.3, and then generalize it to
Corollary 3.2.43.2.4.

We first establish some notation and a lemma. We represent the entries of an arbitrary
vector x ∈ RN as (xi). Given x ∈ RN and a subset S ⊆ [N ], we define the restriction of x
to S, denoted xS ∈ RN , by

(xS)i =

xi if i ∈ S,

0 otherwise.

Algorithm 5 Pruning (also known as hard thresholding operator with order 2k)
Input: z ∈ RN , k ∈ [N ], and S ⊆ [N ], where zS = z
Output: x̂ ∈ RN

1: if 2k < |S| then
2: Sort by magnitude the entries of zS so that |zn1 | ≥ |zn2 | ≥ · · · ≥

∣∣∣zn|S| ∣∣∣
3: S̃ ← {n1, . . . , n2k}
4: else
5: S̃ ← S

6: end if
7: Output: x̂ = z

S̃
.
∣∣∣S̃∣∣∣ = min(2k, |S|)

Lemma 3.2.1. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. If

|xn| >
1
k
σk(x)1, (3.1)

then xn achieves one of the 2k largest magnitudes among the entries of x.

Proof. If 2k ≥ N , then this is trivially true. Therefore, we assume that 2k+1 ≤ N . Consider
reordering the entries of x such that |xj1 | ≥ · · · ≥ |xjN |. Then we have

|xn| >
1
k
σk(x)1 = 1

k

N∑
`=k+1

|xj` | ≥
1
k

2k∑
`=k+1

|xj` | ≥
∣∣xj2k+1

∣∣ .
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It follows that the entry xn is one of the 2k largest magnitudes among the entries of x.

Remark 3.2.2. Lemma 3.2.13.2.1 shows that for each vector x ∈ RN , we have O(k) entries of x
that satisfy (3.13.1). As for the lower bound, we note that if x has exactly k nonzero entries,
then these k nonzero entries satisfies (3.13.1). Therefore, the bound is tight in general.

Theorem 3.2.3. Let x and z ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let S ⊆ [N ] be an index
set containing a subset S2k of size min(2k, |S|) such that the entries of x corresponding
to S2k are of largest magnitude. Suppose that

zS = z (so that zn = 0 for each n 6∈ S), (3.2)

and that
|xn − zn| ≤

1
k
σk(x)1 for each n ∈ S. (3.3)

Then applying Algorithm 55 with inputs z, k and S produces an output x̂ satisfying

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤
1 + 4

√
2√

k
σk(x)1,

and the runtime of Algorithm 55 is O (|S| log |S|) .

Proof. We first establish the runtime. Line 2 of Algorithm 55 can be computed inO(|S| log |S|)
time, and Line 3–5 in O(|S|) time.

Now let δ = 1
k σk(x)1. We shall show that applying Algorithm 55 with inputs z and S

produces an output x̂ satisfying

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤ σ2k(x)2 + 4
√

2kδ, (3.4)

from which the desired error guarantee follows using the known inequality [FR13FR13, Proposi-
tion 2.3]

σ2k(x)2 = σk(x− xk)2 ≤
1√
k
‖x− xk‖1 = 1√

k
σk(x)1 =

√
kδ.

With reference to Algorithm 55, we have

‖x− x̂‖2 = ‖x− z
S̃
‖2

≤
∥∥∥x− x

S̃

∥∥∥
2

+
∥∥∥x

S̃
− z

S̃

∥∥∥
2

=
∥∥∥x− x

S̃

∥∥∥
2

+
√∑
n∈S̃

|xn − zn|2

≤
∥∥∥x− x

S̃

∥∥∥
2

+
√

2kδ,
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where the last inequality follows from
∣∣∣S̃∣∣∣ ≤ 2k and (3.33.3) for n ∈ S̃ ⊆ S.

To show (3.43.4), it is therefore sufficient to demonstrate that∥∥∥x− x
S̃

∥∥∥
2
≤ σ2k(x)2 + 3

√
2kδ.

Since ∥∥∥x− x
S̃

∥∥∥
2

=
√√√√∑
n6∈S̃

|xn|2

≤
√√√√ ∑
n6∈S2k

|xn|2 +
∑

n∈S2k\S̃

|xn|2

≤ ‖x− xS2k‖2 +
√√√√ ∑
n∈S2k\S̃

|xn|2

≤ σ2k(x)2 +
√√√√ ∑
n∈S2k\S̃

|xn|2,

it is sufficient to show that √√√√ ∑
n∈S2k\S̃

|xn|2 ≤ 3
√

2kδ. (3.5)

To show (3.53.5), we may assume that S2k \ S̃ is nonempty as otherwise the left-hand side is 0
and (3.53.5) holds trivially. Then S̃ \ S2k is nonempty because |S̃| = |S2k| = min(2k, |S|). We
shall show that for each n ∈ S2k \ S̃, and for each j ∈ S̃ \ S2k,

|xn| ≤ |zn|+ δ ≤ |zj |+ δ ≤ |xj |+ 2δ ≤ 3δ. (3.6)

It follows that √√√√ ∑
n∈S2k\S̃

|xn|2 ≤ 3δ
√
|S2k| ≤ 3

√
2kδ,

which establishes (3.53.5). The first and third inequalities of (3.63.6) follows from (3.33.3) for n ∈
S2k ⊆ S and for j ∈ S̃ ⊆ S. The last inequality of (3.63.6) follows from j 6∈ S2k and the
contrapositive of Lemma 3.2.13.2.1 which imply |xj | ≤ δ. It remains to show

|zn| ≤ |zj |,

which gives the second inequality of (3.63.6). Note that since S2k \ S̃ is nonempty and S2k ⊆ S,
we have S̃ 6= S. It follows that in Algorithm 55, Line 5 is not executed, therefore the condition
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in Line 1 is satisfied, and so Line 2 is executed. Since j ∈ S̃ and n ∈
(
S2k \ S̃

)
⊆
(
S \ S̃

)
,

we must have |zj | ≥ |zn|.

In Theorem 3.2.33.2.3, S is required to contain S2k, a set of min(2k, |S|) indices for which the
corresponding entries of x are of largest magnitude such that z satisfies (3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with
respect to x, k, and S. We now allow S to omit some of the indices of S2k, provided that
the magnitude of all corresponding entries of x that are retained is large compared with the
magnitude of those that are omitted.

Corollary 3.2.4. Let x, z ∈ RN , let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero, and let S ⊆ [N ] contain the index
set

T :=
{
n ∈ [N ] : |xn| >

1
k
σk(x)1

}
. (3.7)

Suppose that z satisfies (3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with respect to x, k, and S. Then applying Algo-
rithm 55 to inputs z, k, and S produces an output x̂ satisfying

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤
1 + 4

√
2√

k
σk(x)1,

and the runtime of Algorithm 55 is O (|S| log |S|) .

Proof. The runtime bound is established as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.33.2.3. It remains to
show the error guarantee. Let S2k be a set of min(2k,N) indices for which the corresponding
entries of x are of largest magnitude. If S2k ⊆ S, then we are done by Theorem 3.2.33.2.3.
Otherwise, S omits some of the indices in S2k, so that S2k \ S is nonempty.

Consider the set S′ = S∪S2k = S∪ (S2k \ S). We first observe that applying Theorem 3.2.33.2.3
gives the same output x̂ for inputs z and S as it does for inputs z and S′. This follows from
zn = 0 for n ∈ S2k \ S. We shall show that z satisfies

zn = 0 for each n 6∈ S′ (3.8)

and
|xn − zn| ≤

1
k
σk(x)1 for each n ∈ S′, (3.9)

so that we can apply Theorem 3.2.33.2.3 with inputs z and S′ to obtain the desired error
guarantee for x̂. To show (3.83.8), use S′ ⊇ S and the assumption that z satisfies (3.23.2) with
respect to S. To show (3.93.9), by the assumption that z satisfies (3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with respect
to x, k, and S, it is sufficient to show |xn − zn| ≤ 1

k σk(x)1 for each n ∈ S′ \ S. Let n 6∈ S.
Then n 6∈ T because S contains T , so |xn| ≤ 1

k σk(x)1 by (3.73.7). Also zn = 0 by (3.23.2).
Therefore |xn − zn| = |xn| ≤ 1

k σk(x)1, as required.
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3.3 Estimation Scheme

In this section, we describe the estimation phase depicted in Figure 3.13.1. This provides an
estimation scheme (Mest,∆est) for estimating entries of a vector x ∈ RN using non-adaptive
linear measurementsMest x and estimation algorithm ∆est. This scheme is of interest in its
own right.

We shall show that the combinatorial structure of (K,α)-coherent matrices can be used
to estimate the entries of x at an arbitrary index set S ⊆ [N ] with high accuracy as in
(3.33.3), namely to within 1

k σk(x)1. In particular, by taking S to be an index set containing
the index set T of (3.73.7), we obtain a vector z satisfying (3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with respect to
x, k, and S. By Corollary 3.2.43.2.4, z can be used as an input to Algorithm 55 to produce an
approximation x̂ to x with an error guarantee of

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤
1 + 4

√
2√

k
σk(x)1.

Our main results are the estimation schemes in Corollaries 3.3.83.3.8 and 3.3.103.3.10, whose number
of measurements are Θ(k2 logN) and Θ(k2 log2

kN) respectively. These schemes use Algo-
rithm 66 as the recovery algorithm. We begin with two lemmas that are introduced solely to
prove Theorem 3.3.43.3.4, from which Corollary 3.3.53.3.5 is derived.

Definition 3.3.1. Let A ∈ {0, 1}m×N be a binary matrix. For each n ∈ [N ], write A(n)
for the submatrix of A comprising the rows of A whose entry in column n is 1, and write
A′(n) for the submatrix of A(n) obtained by deleting column n.

Lemma 3.3.2. Let MC be a (K,α)-coherent matrix with N columns. Let n ∈ [N ], let
k ∈ [1,K/α] be an integer, and let x ∈ RN−1 be nonzero. Then at most kα of the K entries
ofM′C(n) x have magnitude greater than or equal to 1

k‖x‖1.

Proof. Since x is nonzero, we may write Aj = k

‖x‖1

∣∣∣(M′C(n) x)j
∣∣∣. We then have that

#j :
∣∣∣(M′C(n) x

)
j

∣∣∣ ≥ 1
k
‖x‖1

= #j : Aj ≥ 1

≤
∑
j

|Aj |

= k

‖x‖1

∑
j

∣∣∣(M′C(n) x
)
j

∣∣∣
= k

‖M′C(n) x‖1
‖x‖1

.
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It remains to show that ‖M
′
C(n) x‖1
‖x‖1

≤ α. This follows from

sup
{
‖M′C(n) x‖1
‖x‖1

: x ∈ RN−1,x 6= 0
}

=‖M′C(n)‖1

= max
j

∥∥column j ofM′C(n)
∥∥

1

= max
j

(
# 1s in column j ofM′C(n)

)
= max

j 6=n
(dot product of columns j and n ofMC)

≤α

becauseMC is a (K,α)-coherent matrix.

We now prove our second lemma. Recall the following notation from Section 3.23.2: given
x = (xi) ∈ RN and a subset S ⊆ [N ], the vector xS ∈ RN is given by

(xS)i =

xi if i ∈ S,

0 otherwise.

Lemma 3.3.3. Let MC be a (K,α)-coherent matrix with N columns. Let n ∈ [N ], let
k ∈ [1,K/α] be an integer, S ⊆ [N ] with |S| = k, and x ∈ RN−1. Then M′C(n) x and
M′C(n) (x− xS) differ in at most kα of their K entries.

Proof. If x = 0, then we are done. We may therefore assume that x 6= 0. Let 1 ∈ RN−1 be
the vector of all ones. We have that

#j :
(
M′C(n) x

)
j 6=

(
M′C(n) (x− xS)

)
j

= #j :
(
M′C(n) xS

)
j 6= 0

≤ #j :
(
M′C(n)1S

)
j ≥ 1

= #j :
(
M′C(n)1S

)
j ≥

1
k
‖1S‖1

≤ kα,

where the first inequality holds because all nonzero entries of M′C(n) are 1, and the last
inequality follows from applying Lemma 3.3.23.3.2 with x = 1S .

By combining the two lemmas above, we are able to bound the accuracy with which we can
approximate each entry of a vector x ∈ RN using only non-adaptive linear measurements
from a (K,α)-coherent matrix.
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Theorem 3.3.4. LetMC be a (K,α)-coherent matrix with N columns. Let n ∈ [N ], x ∈
RN , and let c ≥ 2 and k ∈

[
1, Kcα

)
be integers. Then, for more than

(
1− 2

c

)
K values of

j ∈ [K], ∣∣∣(MC(n) x)j − xn
∣∣∣ ≤ 1

k
σk(x)1.

That is, xn is estimated to within 1
k σk(x)1 by a proportion larger than 1 − 2

c of the K
entries ofMC(n) x.

Proof. If x = 0, then we are done. We may therefore assume that x 6= 0. Let w =
(x0, x1, . . . , xn−1, xn+1, · · · , xN−1) ∈ RN−1. For each j ∈ [K], we have

(MC(n) x)j − xn =
N∑
i=1

(MC (n))j,i xi − xn

=
∑
i 6=n

(MC (n))j,i xi + (MC (n))j,n xn − xn

=
(
M′C(n) w

)
j

because (MC (n))j,n = 1. It is therefore sufficient to show that

∣∣∣(M′C(n) w
)
j

∣∣∣ ≤ 1
k
σk(x)1 for more than

(
1− 2

c

)
K values of j ∈ [K]. (3.10)

We claim firstly that at most kα entries ofM′C(n) w differ from their corresponding entry
in M′C(n) (w−wk). In the case that w − wk = 0, this gives the required result because
this claim shows that at most kα < K

c entries of M′C(n) w are nonzero and so more than
(1 − 1

c )K entries ofM′C(n) w are zero (and therefore (3.103.10) holds trivially). Otherwise, in
the case that w −wk 6= 0, we claim secondly that at most kα of the remaining (at least)
K − kα entries have magnitude greater than or equal to 1

k σk(w)1. It then follows that at
most 2kα < 2K

c entries ofM′C(n) w have magnitude greater than or equal to 1
k σk(w)1, so

that more than
(
1− 2

c

)
K entries ofM′C(n) w have magnitude bounded by

1
k
σk(w)1 ≤

1
k
σk(x)1,

giving (3.103.10).

We now prove the first claim. Since k < K
cα < K

α , we may apply Lemma 3.3.33.3.3 where S is
an index set for k of the largest entries of w to obtain thatM′C(n) w andM′C(n) (w−wk)
differ in at most kα of their K entries, as required.

We now prove the second claim. All remaining entries of M′C(n) w are equal to their cor-
responding entry inM′C(n) (w−wk), so it is sufficient to prove that at most kα entries of
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M′C(n) (w−wk) have magnitude greater than or equal to 1
k ‖w−wk‖1. This is given by

replacing x in Lemma 3.3.23.3.2 by w−wk, which by assumption is nonzero.

We now apply Theorem 3.3.43.3.4 in the special case c = 4, and use MC as the estimation
matrixMest. This will allow us to estimate xn accurately for each n in an arbitrary index
set S ⊆ [N ], using the median of the entries of the vectorMest(n) x.

Corollary 3.3.5. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let Mest = MC ∈ {0, 1}t×N

be a (K,α)-coherent matrix where K > 4kα. Let S ⊆ [N ]. Then for each index n ∈ S, the
median of the entries of the vectorMest(n) x estimates xn to within 1

k σk(x)1.

Proof. Fix an index n ∈ S and take c = 4 in Theorem 3.3.43.3.4. This shows that more than
half of the K entries ofMest(n) x estimate xn to within 1

k σk(x)1, and so the median of the
entries ofMest(n) x estimates xn to within 1

k σk(x)1.

Remark 3.3.6. Note that the vector Mest(n) x can be computed from yest = Mest x by
selecting entries according to the locations of the 1 entries in column n ofMest. This is used
in Line 3 of Algorithm 66 below. Consequently, we must either store the locations of the 1
entries of each column of Mest, or else find an efficient way to determine the locations of
these 1 entries: see Corollary 3.3.103.3.10.

We combine the ideas in this section to give an estimation scheme (Mest,∆est), where
Mest =MC is a (K,α)-coherent matrix and ∆est is Algorithm 66. The performance of this
scheme is given in Theorem 3.3.73.3.7.

Algorithm 6 Median-based Estimation [BIS12BIS12, Algorithm 1]
Input: S ⊆ [N ] andMest ∈ {0, 1}t×N and yest =Mest x
Output: z = (zn) ∈ RN

1: Initialize z← 0 ∈ RN

2: for each n in S do
3: zn ← median of the entries of yest corresponding to 1 entries in column n ofMest

4: . zn is the median of the entries ofMest(n) x, see Remark 3.3.63.3.6
5: end for
6: Output: z

Theorem 3.3.7. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let the estimation matrix
Mest = MC ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a (K,α)-coherent matrix, where K > 4kα. Let yest = Mest x
be the estimation measurement, and let S ⊆ [N ]. Then applying Algorithm 66 to inputs
S, Mest, yest produces an output z satisfying (3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with respect to x, k, and S.
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Assuming that the locations of the 1 entries in column n ofMC are stored for each n, the
runtime of Algorithm 66 is Θ (|S|K).

Proof. It follows from Line 1 and Lines 2–5 of Algorithm 66 that zn = 0 for each n 6∈ S, hence
(3.23.2) holds. By Line 4 of Algorithm 66 and Corollary 3.3.53.3.5, we have |xn − zn| ≤ 1

k σk(x)1 for
each n ∈ S and so (3.33.3) holds.

We now bound the runtime. For each n ∈ S, the locations of the K ‘1’ entries in column n
ofMest are stored, and so the median in Line 3 can be computed in Θ(K) time using the
median-of-medians algorithm [BFP+73BFP+73]. Therefore, the runtime of Lines 2–5 is Θ(|S|K).

To derive a good estimation scheme from Theorem 3.3.73.3.7, it remains to identify a (K,α)-
coherent matrixMC ∈ {0, 1}t×N withK > 4kα and a small row count t. This is provided by
taking a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix from Theorem 2.4.72.4.7 where α = Θ (logN)
and K = 4kα+ 1 = Θ(k logN), whose row count is t = Θ(K2/α) = Θ(k2 logN). This gives
us an estimation scheme with the following performance.

Corollary 3.3.8. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let the estimation matrixMest =
MPR ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix, where α = Θ (logN) and
K = 4kα + 1. Let yest = Mest x be the estimation measurement, and let S ⊆ [N ]. Then
applying Algorithm 66 to inputs S,Mest, and yest produces an output z satisfying (3.23.2) and
(3.33.3) with respect to x, k, and S. Assuming that the locations of the 1 entries of column n
of Mest are stored for each n, the runtime of Algorithm 66 is Θ (|S| k logN). Furthermore,
t = Θ(k2 logN).

Remark 3.3.9. A weakness of the estimation scheme in Corollary 3.3.83.3.8 is that the mem-
ory required to store the locations of the 1 entries of the columns of Mest is Ω(KN) =
Ω(Nk logN). We now provide a low-memory variant of Corollary 3.3.83.3.8 which allows us
to determine the locations of the 1 entries in each column of Mest “on the fly” instead
of storing them, by taking advantage of the strongly explicit construction of a Kautz-
Singleton (K,α)-coherent matrixMKS ∈ {0, 1}t×N from Theorem 2.4.62.4.6 where α = logkN
and K = 4kα + 1 = Θ(k logkN). Note that since K > k, we have α = logkN > logK N
and so the condition on α in the statement of Theorem 2.4.62.4.6 holds. Furthermore, the row
count ofMKS is t = Θ(K2) = Θ(k2 log2

kN).

Corollary 3.3.10. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let the estimation matrix
Mest =MKS ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a Kautz-Singleton (K,α)-coherent matrix, where α = logkN
and K = 4kα + 1. Let yest = Mest x be the estimation measurement, and let S ⊆ [N ].
Then applying Algorithm 66 to inputs S, Mest, and yest produces an output z satisfying
(3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with respect to x, k, and S. The runtime of Algorithm 66 is O

(
|S| k log2

kN
)
.

Furthermore, t = Θ(k2 log2
kN).
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Proof. The only modification to the scheme described in Corollary 3.3.83.3.8 is that Line 3 of
Algorithm 66 now determines the locations of the 1 entries of column n of Mest. Each of
the K = Θ (k logkN) row blocks contains exactly one 1 entry in column n of Mest, and
locating each of them takes O(logK N) time by Theorem 2.4.62.4.6. Therefore, each instance of
Line 3 takes O(K logK N) time and so the runtime is O(|S|K logK N) = O

(
|S| k log2

kN
)
,

using K = Ω(k). The row count t ofMKS follows immediately from Theorem 2.4.62.4.6.

The estimation schemes of Corollaries 3.3.83.3.8 and 3.3.103.3.10 allow us to estimate the entries of x
at an arbitrary index set S ⊆ [N ]. In particular, when the index set S contains the set T
defined in (3.73.7), by Corollary 3.2.43.2.4 we obtain an approximation x̂ satisfying an `2/`1 error
guarantee. The condition that S contains T can be trivially satisfied by taking S = [N ]. This
gives the following Corollaries 3.3.113.3.11 and 3.3.123.3.12 (variants of Corollaries 3.3.83.3.8 and 3.3.103.3.10,
respectively), each of which describes an identification-free scheme (see Algorithm 44 and
the discussion preceding it) consisting of only an estimation matrix, estimation algorithm,
and pruning algorithm (Algorithm 55).

Corollary 3.3.11. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let the estimation ma-
trix Mest = MPR ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix, where α =
Θ (logN) and K = 4kα + 1. Let yest = Mest x be the estimation measurement. Let z be
the output of Algorithm 66 with inputs S = [N ],Mest, and yest. Then applying Algorithm 55
to inputs z, k and S = [N ] produces an output x̂ satisfying

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤
1 + 4

√
2√

k
σk(x)1.

Assuming that the locations of the 1 entries of column n ofMest are stored for each n, the
total runtime of Algorithms 66 and 55 is O (kN logN). Furthermore, t = O(k2 logN).

Corollary 3.3.12. Let x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let the estimation matrix
Mest =MKS ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a Kautz-Singleton (K,α)-coherent matrix, where α = logkN
and K = 4kα+1. Let yest =Mest x be the estimation measurement. Let z be the output of
Algorithm 66 with inputs S = [N ],Mest, and yest. Then applying Algorithm 55 to inputs z
and S = [N ] produces an output x̂ satisfying

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤
1 + 4

√
2√

k
σk(x)1.

The total runtime of Algorithms 66 and 55 is O
(
kN log2

kN
)
. Furthermore, t = O(k2 log2

kN).

The compressed sensing schemes of Corollaries 3.3.113.3.11 and 3.3.123.3.12 satisfy the condition S ⊇ T
by taking S = [N ], but at the cost of an Ω(N) runtime (see Line 2 of Algorithm 66). In the
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next section, we show instead how to efficiently identify a relatively small set S containing T ,
from which Algorithm 66 then gives a good approximation x̂ quickly.

3.4 Identification Scheme

In this section, we describe the identification phase depicted in Figure 3.13.1. This provides
an identification scheme (Mid,∆id) for identifying the largest entries of a vector x ∈ RN ,
where Mid is an identification matrix used to produce non-adaptive linear measurements
yid = Mid x, and ∆id is an identification algorithm used to recover from Mid and yid an
index set S ⊆ N containing the indices of the largest entries of x. This identification scheme
is also of independent interest.

We call each index n ∈ [N ] of x = (xj) satisfying

|xn| >
1
k
σk(x)1 (3.11)

a heavy hitter (of x with respect to k). The set of heavy hitters is the set T specified
in (3.73.7). As explained at the end of Section 3.33.3, we wish to quickly identify a relatively
small set S ⊆ [N ] containing every heavy hitters. We shall show that this identification can
be carried out efficiently using the columnwise Kronecker product (see Definition 3.4.13.4.1) of
a (K,α)-coherent matrix and a bit-test matrix (see Definition 3.4.23.4.2).

Our main result is Corollary 3.4.163.4.16, which provides an identification scheme whose row count
and runtime are both O(k2 log2N). Corollary 3.4.163.4.16 is a consequence of Theorem 3.4.153.4.15,
in which we apply the key technique of the “bit-testing” to identify all heavy hitters. We
demonstrate the use of this technique on a single fixed heavy hitter in Corollary 3.4.63.4.6. A
heavy hitter n that has a “good” row vector (one satisfying (3.153.15)) can be identified accord-
ing to Theorem 3.4.83.4.8, and Remark 3.4.93.4.9 describes how to extend this procedure to identify
all the heavy hitters using a single (K,α)-coherent matrix. In particular, Corollary 3.4.113.4.11
shows that a suitable (K,α)-coherent matrix contains more than K/3 good rows with re-
spect to each heavy hitter. This leads to Theorem 3.4.123.4.12, which identifies a multiset U
of indices guaranteed to contain every heavy hitter. Remark 3.4.143.4.14 then shows how to re-
move some of the indices in U which are certainly not heavy hitters. We then present a
general identification scheme in Theorem 3.4.153.4.15, whose performance depends on the (K,α)-
coherent matrix used. By applying this to a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix from
Theorem 2.4.72.4.7, we obtain Corollary 3.4.163.4.16.

We first introduce some notation and definitions. For a matrix A whose rows are a1, . . . ,am,
we write A = (ai).
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Definition 3.4.1. Let R = (r`) be a t×N matrix and let B = (bi) be an b×N matrix. The
columnwise Kronecker product of R and B, denoted R~B, is the tb×N matrix comprising
t blocks of b rows each, where the ith row of the `th block is the entrywise product of r`
and bi.

Definition 3.4.2. The N th bit-test matrix BN ∈ {0, 1}(1+dlog2 Ne)×N is the binary matrix
whose column j (read from top to bottom) equals 1 followed by the binary representation
of j.

Example 3.4.3. Let

R =
[
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

]
, B =


1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1

 .
Then B is the 4th bit-test matrix B4, and

R~ B =



1 2 3 4
0 0 3 4
0 2 0 4
5 6 7 8
0 0 7 8
0 6 0 8


.

Remark 3.4.4. Let x ∈ RN . Let R = (r`) be a t × N matrix, and let BN = (bi) be the
N th bit-test matrix. The vector y = (yj) = (R ~ BN )x ∈ Rt(1+dlog2 Ne) comprises t blocks
of 1 + dlog2Ne rows each, the `th block being (r` ~ BN )x ∈ R1+dlog2 Ne. Furthermore, for
each ` ∈ [t] and i ∈ [1 + dlog2Ne], the ith row of the `th block of y is

y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i = ((r` ~ BN ) x)i = 〈r` ~ bi,x〉. (3.12)

Since b0 is a row vector of all 1s, r` ~ b0 = r` for each ` ∈ [t]. Applying (3.123.12) with i = 0
shows that the `th entry of Rx ∈ Rt is stored in the 0th row of the `th block of y:

y`(1+dlog2 Ne) = 〈r` ~ b0,x〉 = 〈r`,x〉 = (Rx)` . (3.13)

We will use (3.123.12) and (3.133.13) in Line 4 of Algorithm 77, as well as in the proofs of Theo-
rem 3.4.83.4.8 and 3.4.123.4.12.

Lemma 3.4.5. Let x ∈ RN and n ∈ [N ], and let b, r ∈ {0, 1}N be row vectors. Suppose
that

rn = 1 and |xn| >
∑
j 6=n

rj |xj |. (3.14)
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Then
|〈r ~ b,x〉| > |〈r− r ~ b,x〉| ⇐⇒ bn = 1.

Proof. We will first show the case when bn = 1. We have

|〈r ~ b,x〉| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

rjbjxj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣xn +
∑
j 6=n

rjbjxj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≥ |xn| −

∑
j 6=n

rjbj |xj |

>
∑
j 6=n

rj |xj | −
∑
j 6=n

rjbj |xj |

=
∑
j 6=n

rj(1− bj) |xj |

=
∑
j

|rj (1− bj)xj |

≥

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

(rj − rjbj)xj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
= |〈r− r ~ b,x〉|.

The case when bn = 0 can be obtained by applying the inequalities above to the binary
vector b′ with entries b′j = 1− bj such that b′n = 1, giving

|〈r− r ~ b,x〉| =
∣∣〈r ~ b′,x〉

∣∣ > |〈r− r ~ b′,x〉| = |〈r ~ b,x〉| .

We now apply Lemma 3.4.53.4.5 in the special case that

(i) b equals the ith row bi of the N th bit-test matrix

(ii) n is a heavy hitter.

This will reduce the task of identifying a heavy hitter n to the task of finding a corresponding
binary row vector r satisfying (3.153.15): see Remark 3.4.73.4.7.

Corollary 3.4.6. Let x ∈ RN and k ∈ [N ] be nonzero, and let n ∈ [N ] be a heavy hitter
of x with respect to k (see (3.113.11)). Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dlog2Ne}, and let bi be the ith row of
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the N th bit-test matrix. Suppose that r ∈ {0, 1}N is a row vector satisfying

rn = 1 and

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

rj |xj | − |xn|

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
k
σk(x)1. (3.15)

Then the following bit comparison test holds:

|〈r ~ bi,x〉| > |〈r− r ~ bi,x〉| ⇐⇒ the ith most significant bit of n is 1. (3.16)

Proof. By (3.113.11) and (3.153.15),

|xn| >
1
k
σk(x)1 ≥

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

rj |xj | − |xn|

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∑
j 6=n

rj |xj |.

Therefore we may apply Lemma 3.4.53.4.5 with b = bi to deduce that

|〈r ~ bi,x〉| > |〈r− r ~ bi,x〉| ⇐⇒ the nth entry of bi is 1.

By Definition 3.4.23.4.2, the nth entry of bi equals the ith most significant bit of n.

Remark 3.4.7. For each fixed heavy hitter n, provided we can find a good row vector
r ∈ {0, 1}N satisfying (3.153.15) with respect to n and k, by Corollary 3.4.63.4.6 we can determine
(the binary representation of) n from the dlog2Ne bit comparison tests (3.163.16) for i =
1, 2, . . . , dlog2Ne. This measurement and determination procedure is formalized below.

We write the indicator function for a condition X as

I[X] =

1 if X holds,

0 otherwise.

Theorem 3.4.8. Let x ∈ RN and k ∈ [N ] be nonzero, and let n ∈ [N ] be a heavy hitter of x
with respect to k. Let BN be the N th bit-test matrix, and suppose that r ∈ {0, 1}1×N is a
row vector satisfying (3.153.15) with respect to n and k. Let z = (zi) = (r ~ BN ) x ∈ R1+dlog2 Ne.
Then

n =
dlog2 Ne∑
i=1

I
[
|zi| > |z0 − zi|

]
2dlog2 Ne−i. (3.17)

Proof. Let BN = (bi). By Corollary 3.4.63.4.6, for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dlog2Ne} the ith most
significant bit of n is equal to

I
[
|〈r ~ bi,x〉| > |〈r− r ~ bi,x〉|

]
.
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By (3.123.12) with R = (r) (so t = 1 and ` = 0) we have

zi = 〈r ~ bi,x〉,

and then by (3.133.13) we have

z0 − zi = 〈r,x〉 − 〈r ~ bi,x〉 = 〈r− r ~ bi,x〉.

Therefore the ith most significant bit of n is equal to I
[
|zi| > |z0 − zi|

]
, so that (3.173.17)

holds.

Remark 3.4.9. For each heavy hitter n, it remains to find a suitable row vector r(n) ∈
{0, 1}N satisfying (3.153.15) with respect to n and k. At first sight this appears to be difficult,
because the condition (3.153.15) depends on all the entries of the unknown vector x. However,
it turns out that suitable row vectors r(n) for every heavy hitter n are collectively contained
in the rows of a single (K,α)-coherent matrix MC of size t × N . We shall show in Corol-
lary 3.4.113.4.11 that, for each heavy hitter n, more than K/3 of the t rows ofMC satisfy (3.153.15).
For a given heavy hitter n, we cannot determine which of the t rows satisfies (3.153.15), but we
know there are more than K/3 of them. We therefore apply Theorem 3.4.83.4.8 to each of the t
rows of MC in turn to produce a size t multiset U of indices n from (3.173.17): see Lines 2–
11 of Algorithm 77. We conclude in Theorem 3.4.123.4.12 that the multiset U does not contain
“false negatives”: every heavy hitter is guaranteed to occur in U , and with multiplicity more
than K/3. On the other hand, U can contain “false positives”, namely indices n determined
by (3.173.17) that are not heavy hitters. (These can arise only when r is a row ofMC for which
(3.153.15) fails for every heavy hitter.)

The rows of a (K,α)-coherent matrix are a good source of suitable row vectors because
of the following property, which is also the key property for the median-based estimation
algorithm (see Corollary 3.3.53.3.5).

Lemma 3.4.10. Let MC ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a (K,α)-coherent matrix, and let c ≥ 2 and
k ∈

[
1, Kcα

)
be integers. Let x ∈ RN , and write |x| = (|xj |). Then for each n ∈ [N ], there

are more than
(
1− 2

c

)
K values of ` ∈ [t] for which

(MC)`,n = 1 and
∣∣∣ (MC |x|)` − |xn|

∣∣∣ ≤ 1
k
σk(x)1.

Proof. Let n ∈ [N ]. By Definition 3.3.13.3.1, the values ` ∈ [t] satisfying the condition (MC)`,n =
1 are exactly the rows ofMC contained in the submatrixMC(n) of size K ×N . We may
therefore restrict attention to MC(n), and are required to show that there are more than
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(
1− 2

c

)
K values of ` ∈ [K] for which

∣∣∣ (MC(n) |x|)` − |xn|
∣∣∣ ≤ 1

k
σk(x)1.

Apply Theorem 3.3.43.3.4 to |x| to show that there are more than
(
1− 2

c

)
K values of ` ∈ [K]

for which ∣∣∣ (MC(n) |x|)` − |xn|
∣∣∣ ≤ 1

k
σk (|x|)1 = 1

k
σk(x)1,

as required.

We now apply Lemma 3.4.103.4.10 in the special case c = 3. This will allow us to remove some
indices falsely identified as a heavy hitter: see Remark 3.4.143.4.14.

Corollary 3.4.11. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let MC ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a
(K,α)-coherent matrix, where K > 3kα. Then for each n ∈ [N ], more than K/3 rows of
(MC(n) and therefore)MC satisfy (3.153.15) with respect to n and k.

Proof. Let n ∈ [N ]. Apply Lemma 3.4.103.4.10 with c = 3 to show that there are more than K/3
values of ` ∈ [t] for which

(MC)`,n = 1 and
∣∣∣ (MC |x|)` − |xn|

∣∣∣ ≤ 1
k
σk(x)1.

The rows ofMC indexed by these values of ` each satisfy (3.153.15) with respect to n and k.

We now formalize Remark 3.4.93.4.9 into Theorem 3.4.123.4.12, in a similar manner to the formaliza-
tion of Remark 3.4.73.4.7 into Theorem 3.4.83.4.8.

Theorem 3.4.12. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let BN be the N th bit-test
matrix. LetMC = (r`) ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a (K,α)-coherent matrix, whereK > 3kα. For ` ∈ [t],
let

z(`) =
(
z

(`)
i

)
= (r` ~ BN ) x ∈ R1+dlog2 Ne

and compute

n` =
dlog2 Ne∑
i=1

I

[∣∣∣∣z(`)
i

∣∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣∣z(`)
0 − z

(`)
i

∣∣∣∣
]

2dlog2 Ne−i. (3.18)

Then the multiset U = [n0, n1, . . . , nt−1] contains more than K/3 occurrences of each heavy
hitter of x with respect to k.

Proof. Let n be a heavy hitter of x with respect to k. By Corollary 3.4.113.4.11, there are more
than K/3 values of ` ∈ [t] for which r` satisfies (3.153.15) with respect to n and k. For each such
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`, application of Theorem 3.4.83.4.8 with r = r` and z = z(`) shows that n` = n. Therefore, U
contains more than K/3 occurrences of n with respect to k.

Remark 3.4.13. We shall use the identification matrixMid =MC~BN . By Remark 3.4.43.4.4,
the `th block of yid =Mid x is then z(`), so the multiset U of indices determined from the
z(`) in this way according to (3.183.18) is guaranteed to contain more than K/3 occurrences of
each heavy hitter. Note the indices of z(`) are related to those of yid by z(`)

i = y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i,
from (3.123.12).

Remark 3.4.14. Remark 3.4.133.4.13 also implies that the indices occurring at most K/3 times
in the multiset U are certainly not heavy hitters (that is, they are false positives) and can
be safely discarded. This gives us an identification algorithm (see Algorithm 77) to determine
from yid = Mid x a relatively small index set S ⊆ [N ] containing the heavy hitters: first
form the multiset U as in Theorem 3.4.123.4.12 (see Lines 2–12 of Algorithm 77), then retain only
the indices which occur more than K/3 times (see Line 13 of Algorithm 77). A consequence of
this removal of false positives is that the size of the index set S ⊆ [N ] output by Algorithm 77
is less than 1

K/3 |U | = O(t/K). This is why we took the value of c from Lemma 3.4.103.4.10 to be
greater than 2 in deriving Corollary 3.4.113.4.11: we wantMC to have Ω(K) good rows so that
the size of S can be reduced from t to O(t/K).

Algorithm 7 Heavy Hitter Identification for Theorem 3.4.153.4.15 [BIS12BIS12, Algorithm 1]

Input:Mid = R~ BN ∈ {0, 1}t(1+dlog2 Ne)×N and yid =Mid x =
(
y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i

)
Output: set S ⊆ [N ]

1: Initialize multiset U ← ∅
2: for ` from 0 to t− 1 do . determine an index n from the `th block of yid

3: for i from 1 to dlog2Ne do
4: if

∣∣∣y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i
∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣y`(1+dlog2 Ne) − y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i

∣∣∣ then
5: vi ← 1
6: else
7: vi ← 0
8: end if
9: end for

10: n←
∑dlog2 Ne
i=1 vi 2dlog2 Ne−i

11: U ← U ] {n}
12: end for
13: K ← the number of 1 entries in the first column ofMid

14: S ← {n | n ∈ U with multiplicity greater than K/3} . Remove known false positives
15: Output: S
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We now describe the performance of the identification scheme (Mid,∆id) where Mid =
R~ BN and R =MC is a (K,α)-coherent matrix and ∆id is Algorithm 77.

Theorem 3.4.15. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let BN be the N th bit-test
matrix. Let R =MC ∈ {0, 1}t×N be a (K,α)-coherent matrix, where K > 3kα. LetMid =
R ~ BN be the identification matrix and yid = Mid x be the identification measurement.
Then applying Algorithm 77 to inputsMid and yid produces an output S ⊆ [N ] containing
every heavy hitter of x with respect to k, and its runtime is Θ(t logN+t log t). Furthermore,
the row count of the identification matrixMid is Θ(t logN).

Proof. We first establish the correctness of the algorithm. K can be determined fromMid

by counting the number of 1 entries in the first column ofMid (see Definitions 2.4.12.4.1, 3.4.13.4.1
and 3.4.23.4.2).11 The correctness of the rest of algorithm follows directly from Theorem 3.4.123.4.12,
Remarks 3.4.133.4.13 and 3.4.143.4.14. The row count of the identification matrix Mid is given by
Definitions 3.4.13.4.1 and 3.4.23.4.2.

It remains to determine the runtime. Since the runtime is Θ(1) for Lines 4–8, the runtime
for Lines 3–11 is Θ(logN). Therefore, the runtime for Lines 2–12 is Θ(t logN). The runtime
for Line 13 is Θ(t logN), because Mid has Θ(t logN) rows. The set S in Line 14 can be
constructed by sorting the elements in U in Θ(|U | log |U |) = Θ(t log t) time, followed by a
linear scan of the sorted data in Θ(t) time. Therefore, the runtime is Θ(t logN+ t log t).

To derive a good identification scheme from Theorem 3.4.153.4.15, it remains to identify a (K,α)-
coherent matrixMC ∈ {0, 1}t×N with K > 3kα and a small row count t. This is provided
by a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix from Theorem 2.4.72.4.7, taking α = Θ (logN)
and K = 3kα+ 1 = Θ(k logN), whose row count is t = Θ(K2/α) = Θ(k2 logN). This gives
us an identification scheme with the following performance.

Corollary 3.4.16. Let x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let BN be the N th bit-test
matrix. Let R =MPR be a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix, where α = Θ (logN)
and K = 3kα+ 1. LetMid = R~ BN be the identification matrix and yid =Mid x be the
identification measurement. Then applying Algorithm 77 to inputsMid and yid produces an
output S ⊆ [N ] containing every heavy hitter of x with respect to k. Both the row count
of the identification matrix and the runtime of Algorithm 77 are Θ(k2 log2N).

Remark 3.4.17. The index set S ⊆ [N ] produced by the scheme in Corollary 3.4.163.4.16 has
size |S| = O

(
k2 logN
k logN

)
= O(k) by Remark 3.4.143.4.14, which is desirable because the number of

heavy hitters can be at least k by Remark 3.2.23.2.2.

1It is not memory-efficient to store the entire identification matrix Mid just to compute K. We can
modify Algorithm 77 to have an input R or even K to reduce this inefficiency.
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3.5 Putting It All Together

We combine the identification scheme in Corollary 3.4.163.4.16, the estimation scheme in Corol-
lary 3.3.103.3.10 and the pruning algorithm (Algorithm 55) to produce a deterministic compressed
sensing scheme. In particular, the recovery algorithm (see Algorithm 88) is the composition
of Algorithms 77, 66 and 55: see also Figure 3.13.1. To the author’s knowledge, the recovery algo-
rithm of this scheme is faster than all other known deterministic compressed sensing schemes
satisfying an `p/`q guarantee. The performance of the scheme is described in Corollary 3.5.13.5.1.

Corollary 3.5.1. Let x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Construct an identification
matrix Mid according to Corollary 3.4.163.4.16 and an estimation matrix Mest according to

Corollary 3.3.103.3.10. Let M =

 Mid

Mest

 be the measurement matrix and let y = Mx be

the measurement. Then applying Algorithm 88 to inputs M, y, k produces an output x̂
satisfying

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤
1 + 4

√
2√

k
σk(x)1.

Both the row count of the measurement matrix M and the runtime of Algorithm 88 are
O(k2 log2N).

Proof. The error-guarantee of the approximation follows from Corollaries 3.4.163.4.16, 3.3.103.3.10,
and 3.2.43.2.4. The row count ofM is given by summing the row counts in Corollaries 3.4.163.4.16 and
3.3.103.3.10. We now analyze the runtime. The runtime of the identification phase is O(k2 log2N)
by Corollary 3.4.163.4.16. Since the output S of the identification phase satisfies |S| = O(k) by
Remark 3.4.173.4.17, the runtime of the estimation phase is O(k2 log2

kN) by Corollary 3.3.103.3.10. The
runtime of the pruning phase is O(|S| log |S|) = O(k log k) by Corollary 3.2.43.2.4. Summing the
runtime of each phase gives the desired bound.

Remark 3.5.2. We choose the estimation scheme of our compressed sensing scheme to
be from Corollary 3.3.103.3.10 rather than from Corollary 3.3.83.3.8. That is, we take the estima-
tion matrix Mest to be a Kautz-Singleton matrix MKS rather than a Porat-Rothschild
matrix MPR. The reason is that the strongly explicit construction of MKS allows the es-
timation phase of Algorithm 88 to be carried out without storing the locations of the 1
entries of the estimation matrix (see Remark 3.3.93.3.9), giving a significantly reduced memory
requirement. Although usingMPR instead ofMKS would lead to fewer measurements and
faster runtime for the estimation scheme, the number of measurements and the runtime for
the complete compressed sensing scheme would still be O(k2 log2N) (as in Corollary 3.3.103.3.10)
because the bottleneck for both lies in the identification matrix and the identification phase.
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Algorithm 8 Recovery Algorithm for Corollary 3.5.13.5.1 [BIS12BIS12, Algorithm 1]

Input:M =

 Mid

Mest

 =

 R~ BN
Mest

 and y = (yj) =Mx =

 yid

yest

 and k

Output: x̂ ∈ RN

1: Initialize multiset U ← ∅ and vector z← 0 ∈ RN

Identification Phase (Algorithm 77)

2: for ` from 0 to t− 1 do . t = the row count of R
3: for i from 1 to dlog2Ne do
4: if

∣∣∣y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i
∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣y`(1+dlog2 Ne) − y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i

∣∣∣ then
5: vi ← 1
6: else
7: vi ← 0
8: end if
9: end for

10: n←
∑dlog2 Ne
i=1 vi 2dlog2 Ne−i

11: U ← U ] {n}
12: end for
13: K ← the number of 1 entries in the first column ofMid

14: S ← {n | n ∈ U with multiplicity greater than K/3}

Estimation Phase (Algorithm 66)

15: for each n in S do
16: zn ← median of the entries of yest corresponding to 1 entries in column n ofMest

17: end for

Pruning Phase (Algorithm 55)

18: if 2k < |S| then
19: Sort by magnitude the entries of zS so that |zn1 | ≥ |zn2 | ≥ · · · ≥

∣∣∣zn|S| ∣∣∣
20: S̃ ← {n1, . . . , n2k}
21: else
22: S̃ ← S

23: end if
24: Output: x̂ = z

S̃
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Chapter 4

Compressed Sensing Scheme with
a Near-Optimal Runtime and Low
Randomness

We present a compressed sensing scheme (Corollary 4.4.14.4.1) with a nonuniform `2/`1 error
guarantee. Both the row count and the recovery algorithm runtime are O(k log k · logN).
For the regime k ≤ N c for some fixed c ∈ [0, 1), these growth rates are within a factor
of O(log k) of the respective lower bounds of Ω(k log(N/k)) (see Section 2.1.12.1.1). Further-
more, our scheme is as fast as that of [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (3)], which has the fastest known
runtime of schemes with an `p/`q error-guarantee (1.11.1), yet the entropy is reduced from
O
(
Nk2 logN

)
to O (log k · log (k logN)). Furthermore, the entropy required is as low as that

of [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (2)], which is the only previously known scheme satisfying (P1)–(P3)
and requiring sublinear entropy. In Corollary 4.3.74.3.7, we provide a variant of Corollary 4.4.14.4.1,
which is the first measurement-optimal scheme with sublinear entropy.

4.1 Overview of Techniques

In Chapter 33, (K,α)-coherent matrices are used to construct both the identification matrix
(see Theorem 3.4.153.4.15) and the estimation matrix (see Theorem 3.3.73.3.7). In this chapter, we
randomize the construction of the identification and estimation matrix, replacing each of
the (K,α)-coherent matrices by a random selection of its rows. This carries two advantages:
the number of measurements is reduced, and the recovery algorithm is faster. The disad-
vantage is that there is a small (although controllable) probability their output is incorrect.
Combining the improvements of the identification and the estimation schemes, we obtain a
nonuniform `2/`1 compressed sensing scheme (see Corollary 4.4.14.4.1) in which both the num-
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ber of measurements and the recovery algorithm runtime are O(k log k · logN). Although
we modify both the identification matrix and the estimation matrix, no change is required
to the estimation and pruning algorithms of Chapter 33: only the identification algorithm
need be modified (see Figure 4.14.1).

4.1.1 Comparison with Iwen’s schemes

The compressed sensing scheme that we will present in Corollary 4.4.14.4.1 combines the advan-
tages of two schemes S1, S2 proposed by Iwen [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (3) and Theorem 5 (2)]:
see Table 1.11.1 for a summary of their performance.

Both schemes S1, S2 use the recovery algorithm ∆ given in Algorithm 1010. Their measurement

matrix takes the formM =

 Mid

Mest

, whereMid is an identification matrix andMest is

an estimation matrix. The estimation matrix Mest is obtained by randomly subsampling
(with replacement) blocks of rows from a Kautz-Singleton (K,α)-coherent matrix MKS.
The identification matrix Mid is the columnwise Kronecker product of the N th bit-test
matrix with a binary matrix obtained by randomly subsampling (with replacement) rows
from some (K,α)-coherent matrixMC.

In scheme S2, the matrixMC is fixed to beMKS, and the required entropy is reduced by
subsampling on row blocks rather than on individual rows. In contrast, in scheme S1, the
matrix MC is itself randomly generated [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 2], and random subsampling is
then carried out on individual rows. The row count of this randomly generated matrixMC

meets the lower bound in Theorem 2.4.42.4.4, and in comparison with S1 requires fewer mea-
surements and gives faster runtime, but the process of random subsampling on individual
rows from a randomly generated matrix requires higher entropy.

We will show in Corollary 4.4.14.4.1 that, by instead fixingMC to be a Porat-Rothschild matrix
MPR and randomly subsampling blocks of rows, we can retain the advantages of S1 over S2

(fewer measurements and faster runtime) without incurring the penalty of higher entropy.
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Identification
measurement
yid = Mid x

Algorithm 99:
Identification

Set S ⊆ [N ]
containing all heavy hit-
ters with high probability

Estimation
matrixMest

Estimation
measurement

yest = Mest x

Algorithm 66:
Estimation

z ∈ RN

(estimates xn for
all indices n ∈ S

with high probability)

k ∈ [N ]

Algorithm 55:
Pruning

Approximation x̂ ∈ RN satisfying
an `2/`1 error guarantee (1.11.1) with high probability

(set all but at most 2k entries of z to 0)

Identification
Phase

Estimation
Phase

Pruning
Phase

Figure 4.1: Overview of the identification, estimation, and pruning phases of the recovery
algorithm (Algorithm 1010) for the randomized compressed sensing scheme of Corollary 4.4.14.4.1.
This differs from the recovery algorithm shown in Figure 3.13.1 only in that the identification
phase (Algorithm 77) is replaced by Algorithm 99 (see Remark 4.2.44.2.4).
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4.2 Randomized Identification Scheme

In this section, we describe the identification phase depicted in Figure 4.14.1. Recall that we
previously used the identification scheme of Theorem 3.4.153.4.15 to identify the heavy hitters of
a vector x ∈ RN (with respect to k), namely the indices n ∈ [N ] satisfying (3.113.11):

|xn| >
1
k
σk(x)1.

This scheme relies on an identification matrixMid = R~BN , where R is a (K,α)-coherent
matrix having t rows. Since the number of measurements and recovery algorithm runtime of
the identification scheme both grow with t, we wish t to be small. The underlying property
of R used to derive Theorem 3.4.153.4.15 is that, for each heavy hitter n, there is a “good” row
r ∈ {0, 1}1×N of R satisfying (3.153.15) with respect to n and k (see Remark 3.4.93.4.9):

rn = 1 and

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

rj |xj | − |xn|

∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 1
k
σk(x)1.

Since the number of heavy hitters of x is O(k) by Lemma 3.2.13.2.1, ideally the matrix R would
have only t = O(k) rows. However, Theorem 3.4.153.4.15 assumes K > 3kα, so that the number
of rows of R in the corresponding scheme is t = Ω(K2/α) = Ω(k2α) by Theorem 2.4.42.4.4.

In this section, we show how to reduce the gap between O(k) and Ω(k2α) by instead choos-
ing R to comprise O(k log k) randomly selected rows of a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent
matrix (see Corollary 4.2.64.2.6). This improvement comes at the cost of randomizing the con-
struction of the identification matrix, with the consequence that the output of the identifi-
cation scheme could be incorrect with a small (although controllable) probability.

We define

event G: for each heavy hitter n of x with respect to k, there is at least one row
of R satisfying (3.153.15) with respect to n and k.

(4.1)

We shall establish in Lemma 4.2.14.2.1 an upper bound on the number of rows of a matrixR, each
of which is randomly selected from a (K,α)-coherent matrix in block form, so that event G
occurs with high probability. We shall then apply Lemma 4.2.14.2.1 to a Porat-Rothschild matrix
MPR in Corollary 4.2.64.2.6 to obtain a randomized identification scheme whose number of
measurements and recovery algorithm runtime are both O(k log k · logN). Furthermore, the
entropy required is only O (log k · log (k logN)).

The following lemma is a randomized variant of Corollary 3.4.113.4.11. Note that Corollary 3.4.113.4.11
does not require n to be a heavy hitter, whereas the following lemma does. Observe that
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the random subsampling is done on row blocks rather than on individual rows, because we
will apply it to MPR, which is a (K,α)-coherent matrix in block form. This reduces the
required entropy. A variant of this lemma which subsamples on individual rows can be found
in [Iwe14Iwe14, Corollary 1].

Lemma 4.2.1. Let σ ∈ [0, 1) and x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let MC ∈
{0, 1}u×N be a (K,α)-coherent matrix comprising K blocks of u

K rows, each column of each
row block containing exactly one 1, where K > 3kα. Construct a matrix R by choosing⌈

1
ln 1.5 ln

(
2k

1−σ

)⌉
of the K row blocks ofMC uniformly at random with replacement. Then

event G (with respect to x, k, R as in (4.14.1)) occurs with probability at least σ. Furthermore,
the number of rows of R is Θ

(
u
K log

(
2k

1−σ

))
and the entropy of R is O

(
log

(
2k

1−σ

)
· logK

)
.

Proof. The number of rows of R follows from the construction. We now analyze the en-
tropy of R. This is equivalent to the entropy of the vector-valued random variable X =(
X1, X2, . . . , Xd 1

ln 1.5 ln( 2k
1−σ )e

)
, where each Xi is the outcome of drawing from the discrete

uniform distribution over [K]. Since the Xi are independent and identically distributed
random variables, it follows from [CT06bCT06b, Theorems 2.6.6 and 2.6.4] that

H (X) =
⌈ 1

ln 1.5 ln
( 2k

1− σ

)⌉
H(X1) =

⌈ 1
ln 1.5 ln

( 2k
1− σ

)⌉
log2K.

It remains to show that P (G) ≥ σ.

Let T be the set of all heavy hitters n of x with respect to k, as in (3.73.7). By Lemma 3.2.13.2.1, we
have |T | ≤ 2k. For n ∈ T , let Gn be the event that there is at least one row of R satisfying
(3.153.15) with respect to n and k. We claim that

P
(
Gn
)
≤ 1− σ

2k for each n ∈ T .

Then

P (G) = P
( ⋂
n∈T

Gn

)

= 1− P
( ⋃
n∈T

Gn

)

≥ 1−
∑
n∈T

P
(
Gn
)

≥ 1− |T |2k (1− σ)

≥ σ,

where the first inequality holds by the union bound.
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It remains to prove the claim. Fix n ∈ T . We require an upper bound on the probability
of Gn, the event that each row of R does not satisfy (3.153.15) (with respect to n and k). Equiv-
alently, Gn is the event that each row block of R does not contain a row satisfying (3.153.15).

Now each row block of MC contains a unique row whose entry in column n is 1, and all
other rows in the block fail the first condition of (3.153.15). Therefore, at most one row in each
block can satisfy (3.153.15). By Corollary 3.4.113.4.11, more than K/3 rows ofMC satisfy (3.153.15). It
follows that more than K/3 of the K blocks contain a row satisfying (3.153.15). Therefore, the
probability that a randomly chosen block does not contain a row satisfying (3.153.15) is less
than 2/3. Therefore, applying the product rule over all

⌈
1

ln 1.5 ln
(

2k
1−σ

)⌉
randomly chosen

blocks of R, we conclude that

P
(
Gn
)
<

(2
3

)d 1
ln 1.5 ln( 2k

1−σ )e
≤ 1

1.5
1

ln 1.5 ln( 2k
1−σ ) = 1

exp
(
ln
(

2k
1−σ

)) = 1− σ
2k .

Remark 4.2.2. For the matrix R constructed in Lemma 4.2.14.2.1, the probability that event G
occurs is at least σ. If G occurs, then by Remark 3.4.73.4.7 we can determine every heavy
hitter of x with respect to k. Therefore, we can determine every heavy hitter of x with
probability at least σ. We show explicitly how to achieve this in Theorem 4.2.34.2.3 below. This
gives a randomized variant of the identification scheme in Theorem 3.4.153.4.15, as described in
Theorem 4.2.54.2.5.

The following result is a randomized variant of Theorem 3.4.123.4.12.

Theorem 4.2.3. Let σ ∈ [0, 1) and x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let BN be the N th

bit-test matrix. Construct a matrix R = (r`) ∈ {0, 1}t×N according to Lemma 4.2.14.2.1. For
` ∈ [t], let

z(`) =
(
z

(`)
i

)
= (r` ~ BN ) x ∈ R1+dlog2 Ne

and compute (as in (3.183.18))

n` =
dlog2 Ne∑
i=1

I

[∣∣∣∣z(`)
i

∣∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣∣z(`)
0 − z

(`)
i

∣∣∣∣
]

2dlog2 Ne−i.

Then with probability at least σ, the set S = {n0, n1, . . . , nt−1} contains every heavy hitter
of x with respect to k.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2.14.2.1, the event G (with respect to x, k, R) occurs with probability at
least σ. It is therefore sufficient to assume that G occurs, and then show that S contains
every heavy hitter of x with respect to k.
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Let n be a heavy hitter of x with respect to k. Since event G occurs, there is at least one
row r` of R satisfying (3.153.15) with respect to n and k. Apply Theorem 3.4.83.4.8 with r = r` and
z = z(`) to show that n = n`. Therefore n ∈ S, as required.

Remark 4.2.4. This provides a randomized identification scheme with a randomly con-
structed identification matrix Mid = R ~ BN , which produces an identification measure-
ment yid = Mid x. By relating the indices of z(`) to those of yid by z(`)

i = y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i

(see (3.123.12)), we obtain a deterministic11 identification algorithm (see Algorithm 99) which
inputs yid and outputs a set S ⊆ [N ] containing every heavy hitter. Algorithm 99 is sim-
ilar to Algorithm 77, the identification algorithm of the scheme in Theorem 3.4.153.4.15. The
main difference is that Algorithm 99 returns a set S comprising the indices determined from
(3.183.18) whereas Algorithm 77 first calculates a multiset U comprising the indices determined
from (3.183.18) and then returns a set S comprising indices whose multiplicity in U is greater
than K/3. As the identification matrix Mid is used in Algorithm 77 only to determine K
(see Line 13 of Algorithm 77), it is not a required input for Algorithm 99.

Algorithm 9 Heavy Hitter Identification for Theorem 4.2.54.2.5 [Iwe14Iwe14, Algorithm 1]
Input: yid =Mid x = (R~ BN ) x =

(
y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i

)
Output: set S ⊆ [N ]

1: Initialize set S ← ∅
2: for ` from 0 to t− 1 do . t = the row count of R
3: for i from 1 to dlog2Ne do
4: if

∣∣∣y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i
∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣y`(1+dlog2 Ne) − y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i

∣∣∣ then
5: vi ← 1
6: else
7: vi ← 0
8: end if
9: end for

10: n←
∑dlog2 Ne
i=1 vi 2dlog2 Ne−i

11: S ← S ∪ {n}
12: end for
13: Output: S

Theorem 4.2.5. Let σ ∈ [0, 1) and x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let BN be the N th

bit-test matrix. Construct a matrix R = (r`) ∈ {0, 1}t×N according to Lemma 4.2.14.2.1, and
let u be the row count of the associated (K,α)-coherent matrix MC. Let Mid = R ~ BN

1although the identification scheme (matrix/algorithm pair) is randomized and has a nonzero probability
of returning incorrect output, the recovery algorithm itself is deterministic. In particular, it will always return
a set S ⊆ [N ] containing every heavy hitter if event G occurs.
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be the identification matrix and yid = Mid x be the identification measurement. Then
applying Algorithm 99 to input yid produces an output S ⊆ [N ] which, with probability at
least σ, contains every heavy hitter of x with respect to k. Furthermore, both the runtime
of Algorithm 99 and the row count of Mid are Θ(t logN) = Θ

(
u
K log

(
2k

1−σ

)
· logN

)
, and

the entropy ofMid is O
(
log

(
2k

1−σ

)
· logK

)
.

Proof. The required property of the set S follows directly from Theorem 4.2.34.2.3 and Re-
mark 4.2.44.2.4. The entropy ofMid is the same as the entropy ofR, which isO

(
log

(
2k

1−σ

)
· logK

)
by Lemma 4.2.14.2.1. The row count t of R is Θ

(
u
K log

(
2k

1−σ

))
, by Lemma 4.2.14.2.1. The row count

of the identification matrixMid then follows from Definitions 3.4.13.4.1 and 3.4.23.4.2. The analysis
of the runtime is similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 3.4.153.4.15 for Algorithm 77: since
the runtime is Θ(1) for Lines 4–8, the runtime for Lines 3–11 is Θ(logN) and the runtime
for Lines 2–12 is Θ(t logN) = Θ

(
u
K log

(
2k

1−σ

)
· logN

)
.

To derive a good (randomized) identification scheme from Theorem 4.2.54.2.5, it remains to
identify a (K,α)-coherent matrix MC ∈ {0, 1}s×N in block form with K > 3kα and a
small row count u. This is provided by a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix from
Theorem 2.4.72.4.7, taking α = Θ (logN) and K = 3kα+ 1 = Θ(k logN), and therefore having
a row count u = Θ(K2/α) = Θ(k2 logN). In particular, the row count of the corresponding
matrix R satisfies t = Θ

(
u
K log

(
2k

1−σ

))
= Θ

(
k log

(
2k

1−σ

))
. By taking σ = 0.99, we obtain

an identification scheme with the following performance. This is a randomized variant of
Corollary 3.4.163.4.16.

Corollary 4.2.6. Let x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Let BN be the N th bit-test
matrix. LetMPR be a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix, where α = Θ (logN) and
K = 3kα + 1. Construct a matrix R by choosing

⌈
1

ln 1.5 ln (200k)
⌉
of the K row blocks

of MPR uniformly at random with replacement. Let Mid = R ~ BN be the identification
matrix and yid =Mid x be the identification measurement. Then applying Algorithm 99 to
input yid produces an output S ⊆ [N ] which, with probability at least 0.99, contains every
heavy hitter of x with respect to k. Furthermore, both the runtime of Algorithm 99 and the
row count ofMid are Θ (k log k · logN), and the entropy ofMid is O (log k · log (k logN)).

Remark 4.2.7. The row count of R used in the scheme in Corollary 4.2.64.2.6 is t = Θ(k log k),
which is a factor of O(log k) from being optimal (see the discussion at the start of this
section). Furthermore, the set S in Corollary 4.2.64.2.6 satisfies |S| = t = Θ(k log k) (see Lines
2–12 of Algorithm 99). In comparison, the row count of R in the scheme in Corollary 3.4.163.4.16
is t = Θ(k2 logN), and the size of the output set S is O(k) (see Remark 3.4.173.4.17).
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4.3 Randomized Estimation Scheme

In this section, we describe the estimation phase depicted in Figure 4.14.1. Recall that we
previously used the estimation scheme of Theorem 3.3.73.3.7 to produce an output z = (zn) ∈ RN

which estimates the entries of x = (xn) ∈ RN for values of n in an arbitrary index set
S ⊆ [N ] with high accuracy as in (3.33.3), namely

|xn − zn| ≤
1
k
σk(x)1 for each n ∈ S.

In Section 4.44.4, we shall take S to be the output of the identification scheme in Corollary 4.2.64.2.6,
so that |S| = O(k log k).

The estimation scheme of Theorem 3.3.73.3.7 relies on an estimation matrix Mest having t

rows, where each column of Mest contains exactly w 1s. Since the number of estimation
measurements is t and the recovery algorithm runtime is Θ (|S|w), we wish both t and w to
be small. In Theorem 3.3.73.3.7, we tookMest to be a (K,α)-coherent matrix, so that w = K

by Definition 2.4.12.4.1. Since we required that K > 4kα, it follows that the number of rows of
Mest in the corresponding scheme has t = Ω(K2/α) = Ω(k2α) by Theorem 2.4.42.4.4, and the
recovery algorithm runtime is Ω(|S|w) = Ω(|S|K) = Ω(k2α log k).

We shall instead provide two estimation matricesMest, each comprising randomly selected
row blocks of a (K,α)-coherent matrix: the first one from a Porat-Rothschild matrixMPR

(see Corollary 4.3.44.3.4), and the second one from a Kautz-Singleton matrixMKS (see Corol-
lary 4.3.64.3.6). Both estimations have t = O(k log |S| · logkN) and w = O(log |S|), and the
resulting compressed sensing scheme22 has a performance of O(k log k · logN) for both mea-
surements and runtime: see Section 4.44.4. The improvement comes at the cost of randomizing
the construction of the estimation matrix, with the consequence that the output of the
estimation scheme could be incorrect with a small (although controllable) probability.

The underlying property of Mest used to derive Theorem 3.3.73.3.7 is that, for each index
n ∈ S, the median of the w entries of Mest(n) x estimates xn to within 1

k σk(x)1 (see
Corollary 3.3.53.3.5). We shall establish in Theorem 4.3.14.3.1 an upper bound on the number of
rows of an estimation matrix Mest, each of which is randomly selected from a (K,α)-
coherent matrix in block form, so that the following event occurs with high probability. We

2comprising the identification scheme described in Corollary 4.2.64.2.6, the estimation scheme of this section,
and the pruning algorithm described in Corollary 3.2.43.2.4
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define

event E: for each index n ∈ S, the median of the entries of the vectorMest(n) x
approximates xn to within 1

k σk(x)1.
(4.2)

We then apply Theorem 4.3.14.3.1 to obtain Theorem 4.3.34.3.3, from which Corollaries 4.3.44.3.4 and 4.3.64.3.6
are derived.

Theorem 4.3.14.3.1 can be viewed as a randomized variant of Corollary 3.3.53.3.5. However, there is
a significant difference: whereas the row count of the estimation matrix in Corollary 3.3.53.3.5
is independent of |S|, that of Theorem 4.3.14.3.1 grows (logarithmically) with respect to |S|.
The random selection of rows in Theorem 4.3.14.3.1 is carried out on row blocks rather than on
individual rows, so that by taking advantage of the block form ofMPR in Corollary 4.3.44.3.4
andMKS in Corollary 4.3.64.3.6, we can reduce the required entropy. A version of Theorem 4.3.14.3.1
involving random selection of individual rows is given in [Iwe14Iwe14, Corollary 2].

Theorem 4.3.1. Let σ ∈ [0, 1) and x ∈ RN , let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero, and let 1 ≤ s ≤ N . Let
MC ∈ {0, 1}u×N be a (K,α)-coherent matrix comprising K blocks of u

K rows, each column
of each row block containing exactly one 1, where K > 14kα. Construct an estimation
matrix Mest by choosing β :=

⌈
336
25 ln

(
s

1−σ

)⌉
of the K row blocks of MC uniformly at

random with replacement. Let S ⊆ [N ] with |S| = s. Then event E (with respect to x, k,
S,Mest as in (4.24.2)) occurs with probability at least σ. Furthermore, the number of rows of
Mest is Θ

(
u
K log

(
s

1−σ

))
, the number of 1s in each column of Mest is β, and the entropy

ofMest is O
(
log

(
s

1−σ

)
· logK

)
.

Proof. The number of rows of Mest and the number of 1s in each column of Mest follow
directly from the construction. The bound on the entropy is similar to that given in the
proof of Theorem 4.2.14.2.1. It remains to show P (E) ≥ σ.

For n ∈ S, let En be the event that the median of the entries of the vector Mest(n) x
approximates xn to within 1

k σk(x)1. We claim that

P
(
En
)
≤ 1− σ

s
for each n ∈ S.

Then
P (E) = P

(⋂
n∈S

En

)
= 1− P

(⋃
n∈S

En

)
≥ 1−

∑
n∈S

P
(
En
)
≥ σ,

where the first inequality holds by the union bound, and the second using the claim and
the relation |S| = s.
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It remains to prove the claim. Fix n ∈ S. The number of 1s in column n of Mest is β, so
the vectorMest(n) x has β entries. Let An be the event that the inequality

∣∣∣(Mest(n) x)j − xn
∣∣∣ < 1

k
σk(x)1 (4.3)

holds for more than β/2 values of j ∈ [β]. The event An is a subset of event En, and so
P
(
En
)
≤ P

(
An
)
. It is therefore sufficient to show P

(
An
)
≤ 1−σ

s .

For each j ∈ [β], let Xj be the Bernoulli random variable indicating whether (4.34.3) holds
for j. We are required to show that

P

β−1∑
j=0

Xj ≤
β

2

 ≤ 1− σ
s

.

We claim that
P (Xj = 1) > 6

7 .

Then

µ = E

β−1∑
j=0

Xj

 =
β−1∑
j=0

E [Xj ] =
β−1∑
j=0

P (Xj = 1) > 6
7β,

so that

P

β−1∑
j=0

Xj ≤
β

2

 = P

β−1∑
j=0

Xj ≤
(

1− 5
12

) 6
7β


≤ P

β−1∑
j=0

Xj ≤
(

1− 5
12

)
µ


≤ e−

µ(5/12)2
2

< e−
25

336β

≤ 1− σ
s

,

where the second inequality follows from the Chernoff bound.

It remains to show P (Xj = 1) > 6
7 . Apply Theorem 3.3.43.3.4 with c = 14 toMC to show that

there are more than 6
7K values of ` ∈ [K] for which

∣∣ (MC(n) x)` − xn
∣∣ < 1

k
σk(x)1.
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Since each of the K row blocks ofMC contains a unique row whose entry in column n is 1,
it follows that for ` drawn uniformly from [K], the inequality

∣∣∣〈unique row of the `th block ofMC,x〉 − xn
∣∣∣ = |(MC(n) x)` − xn| <

1
k
σk(x)1

holds with probability more than 6/7. It follows that for each j ∈ [β], the inequality

∣∣∣〈unique row of the jth block ofMest,x〉 − xn
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣(Mest(n) x)j − xn
∣∣∣ < 1

k
σk(x)1

holds with probability more than 6/7. It follows that P (Xj = 1) > 6
7 as desired.

Remark 4.3.2. Theorem 4.3.14.3.1 allows us to estimate entries of x at all indices n ∈ S accu-
rately (with high probability) from the vectorMest(n) x, using Algorithm 66. Furthermore,
(similar to Remark 3.3.63.3.6), Mest(n) x can be computed from yest = Mest x by selecting
entries according to the locations of the 1 entries in column n of Mest . This gives us a
(randomized) estimation scheme (Mest,∆est), whereMest is as described in Theorem 4.3.14.3.1
and ∆est is Algorithm 66.

The following theorem is a randomized variant of Theorem 3.3.73.3.7.

Theorem 4.3.3. Let σ ∈ [0, 1) and x ∈ RN , let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero, and let 1 ≤ s ≤ N .
Construct an estimation matrix Mest according to Theorem 4.3.14.3.1, and let u be the row
count of the associated (K,α)-coherent matrix MC. Let yest = Mest x be the estimation
measurement, and let S ⊆ [N ] with |S| = s. Then applying Algorithm 66 to inputs S,Mest,
yest produces an output z which, with probability at least σ, satisfies (3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with
respect to x, k, and S. Assuming that the locations of the 1 entries in column n of MC

are stored for each n, the runtime of Algorithm 66 is Θ
(
s log

(
s

1−σ

))
. Furthermore, the row

count ofMest is Θ
(
u
K log

(
s

1−σ

))
, and the entropy ofMest is O

(
log

(
s

1−σ

)
· logK

)
.

Proof. The row count and entropy are given by Theorem 4.3.14.3.1. We now bound the runtime.
By Theorem 4.3.14.3.1, the number of 1s in each column ofMest is β = Θ

(
log

(
s

1−σ

))
. For each

n ∈ S, the locations of the β entries ‘1’ in column n ofMest are stored, and so the median in
Line 3 of Algorithm 66 can be computed in Θ(β) time using the median-of-medians algorithm
[BFP+73BFP+73]. Therefore, the runtime of Lines 2–5 of Algorithm 66 is Θ(|S|β) = Θ

(
s log

(
s

1−σ

))
.

We now show the required property of z. It follows from Line 1 and Lines 2–5 of Algorithm 66
that zn = 0 for each n 6∈ S, so z always satisfies (3.23.2) with respect to x, k, and S. It is
therefore sufficient to demonstrate that z satisfies (3.33.3) with probability at least σ. The event
that z satisfies (3.33.3) is the same as the event E (with respect to x, k, S,Mest as in (4.24.2))
by Line 4 of Algorithm 66, and so occurs with probability at least σ by Theorem 4.3.14.3.1.
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To derive a good (randomized) estimation scheme from Theorem 4.3.34.3.3, it remains to iden-
tify a (K,α)-coherent matrix MC ∈ {0, 1}u×N with K > 14kα and a small row count u.
This can be obtained by taking a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix from Theo-
rem 2.4.72.4.7 where α = Θ (logN) and K = 4kα + 1 = Θ(k logN), whose row count is
u = Θ(K2/α) = Θ(k2 logN). By taking σ = 0.99, we obtain an estimation scheme with the
following performance. This is a randomized variant of Corollary 3.3.83.3.8.

Corollary 4.3.4. Let x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero, and let 1 ≤ s ≤ N . LetMPR

be a Porat-Rothschild (K,α)-coherent matrix, where α = Θ (logN) and K = 14kα + 1.
Construct an estimation matrixMest by choosing

⌈
336
25 ln (100s)

⌉
of the K blocks ofMPR

uniformly at random with replacement. Let yest =Mest x be the estimation measurement.
Let S ⊆ [N ] with |S| = s. Then applying Algorithm 66 to inputs S,Mest, yest produces an
output z which, with probability at least 0.99, satisfies (3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with respect to x,
k, and S. Assuming that the locations of the 1 entries of column n of Mest are stored for
each n, the runtime of Algorithm 66 is Θ (s log s). Furthermore, the row count of Mest is
Θ (k log s) and the entropy ofMest is O (log s · log (k logN)).

Remark 4.3.5. We also provide a low-memory variant of Corollary 4.3.44.3.4 (see also Re-
mark 3.3.93.3.9 for the deterministic and low-memory variant). For this estimation scheme, we
use a Kautz-Singleton (K,α)-coherent matrixMKS ∈ {0, 1}u×N from Theorem 2.4.62.4.6 where
α = logkN and K = 4kα + 1 = Θ(k logkN). The row count of MKS is u = Θ(K2) =
Θ(k2 log2

kN).

Corollary 4.3.6. Let x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero, and let 1 ≤ s ≤ N . Let
MKS be a Kautz-Singleton (K,α)-coherent matrix, where α = logkN and K = 14kα + 1.
Construct an estimation matrixMest by choosing

⌈
336
25 ln (100u)

⌉
of the K blocks ofMKS

uniformly at random with replacement. Let yest =Mest x be the estimation measurement.
Let S ⊆ [N ] with |S| = s. Then applying Algorithm 66 to inputs S,Mest, yest produces an
output z which, with probability at least 0.99, satisfies (3.23.2) and (3.33.3) with respect to x,
k, and S. Assuming that the block numbers of the chosen blocks are stored, the runtime of
Algorithm 66 is O (s log s · logkN). Furthermore, the row count ofMest is Θ (k logkN log s),
and the entropy ofMest is O (log s · log (k logkN)).

Proof. The only modification to the scheme described in Corollary 4.3.44.3.4 is that Line 3 of
Algorithm 66 now determines the locations of the 1 entries of column n ofMest. Each of the⌈

336
25 ln (100s)

⌉
row blocks contains exactly one 1 entry in column n of Mest, and locating

each of them takes O(logK N) time by Theorem 2.4.62.4.6. Therefore, each instance of Line 3
takes O(log s · logK N) time and so the runtime is O(|S| log s · logK N) = O (s log s · logkN),
using K > k.
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The (randomized) estimation schemes of Corollaries 4.3.44.3.4 and 4.3.64.3.6 allow us to estimate
the entries of x at an arbitrary index set S ⊆ [N ]. In particular, when the index set S
contains the set T defined in (3.73.7), by Corollary 3.2.43.2.4 we obtain an approximation x̂ using
Algorithm 55 satisfying an `2/`1 error guarantee with probability at least 0.99. The condition
that S contains T can be trivially satisfied by taking S = [N ] (and so s = |S| = N). This
gives Corollary 4.3.74.3.7 (derived from Corollary 4.3.44.3.4), which describes an identification-free
scheme (see Algorithm 44 and the discussion preceding it) consisting of only an estima-
tion matrix, estimation algorithm, and pruning algorithm (Algorithm 55). This gives us a
nonuniform `2/`1 compressed sensing scheme using only O(k logN) measurements, which is
order-optimal for the regime k ≤ N c where c ∈ [0, 1) is arbitrary. To the author’s knowledge,
this scheme is the first measurement-optimal `p/`q scheme with sublinear entropy.

Corollary 4.3.7. Let x ∈ RN and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. LetMPR be a Porat-Rothschild
(K,α)-coherent matrix, where α = Θ (logN) and K = 14kα + 1. Construct an estimation
matrix Mest by choosing

⌈
336
25 ln (100N)

⌉
of the K blocks of MKS uniformly at random

with replacement. Let yest = Mest x be the estimation measurement. Let z be the output
of Algorithm 66 with inputs S = [N ],Mest, yest. Then applying Algorithm 55 to inputs z, k
and S = [N ] produces an output x̂ which, with probability at least 0.99, satisfies

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤
1 + 4

√
2√

k
σk(x)1.

Assuming that the locations of the 1 entries of column n ofMest are stored for each n, the
total runtime of Algorithms 66 and 55 is Θ (N logN). Furthermore, the row count ofMest is
Θ (k logN) and the entropy ofMest is O (logN · log (k logN)).

4.4 Putting It All Together

We combine the randomized identification scheme in Corollary 4.2.64.2.6, the estimation scheme
in Corollary 4.3.64.3.6 and the pruning algorithm (Algorithm 55) to produce a near-optimal
nonuniform `2/`1 compressed sensing scheme (Corollary 4.4.14.4.1). This scheme is a randomized
variant of Corollary 3.5.13.5.1. The recovery algorithm (see Algorithm 1010) is the composition of
Algorithms 99, 66 and 55: see also Figure 4.14.1. The recovery algorithm of this scheme is as fast
(in growth rate) as that of [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (3)], which to the author’s knowledge has
the fastest known runtime of schemes with an `p/`q error-guarantee (1.11.1), yet the entropy
required is reduced from O

(
Nk2 logN

)
to O (log k · log (k logN)). The entropy required

is as low as that of [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (2)], which is the only previously known scheme
satisfying (P1)–(P3) and requiring sublinear entropy.
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The compressed sensing scheme we seek is non-adaptive, so the estimation measurement
matrixMest must be constructed before yid is determined. In particular, the set S output
by Algorithm 99 is not known when constructing Mest. However, the precise size s of the
set S is known in advance via the matrix R (see Remark 4.2.74.2.7), and this is sufficient to
constructMest using Corollary 4.3.64.3.6. In contrast, the construction ofMest in Corollary 3.5.13.5.1
is independent of the size of the set S.

Corollary 4.4.1. Let x ∈ RN , and let k ∈ [N ] be nonzero. Construct an identification
matrixMid according to Corollary 4.2.64.2.6 and let t be the row count of the matrix R used.
Construct an estimation matrix Mest according to Corollary 4.3.64.3.6 by taking s = t. Let

M =

 Mid

Mest

 be the measurement matrix and let y = Mx be the measurement. Then

applying Algorithm 1010 to inputsMest, y, k produces an output x̂ which, with probability
at least 0.992, satisfies

‖x− x̂‖2 ≤
1 + 4

√
2√

k
σk(x)1.

Both the row count of the measurement matrixM and (assuming that the block numbers of
the chosen blocks are stored) the runtime of Algorithm 1010 are O(k log k·logN). Furthermore,
the entropy ofM is O (log k · log (k logN)).

Proof. The size of the set S output by the identification phase of Algorithm 1010 is t, by
Remark 4.2.74.2.7. Therefore, we may construct the estimation matrix of Corollary 4.3.64.3.6 using
s = |S| = t. The required property of the approximation x̂ then follows from Corollar-
ies 4.2.64.2.6, 4.3.64.3.6, and 3.2.43.2.4.

Furthermore, s = t = Θ(k log k) by Remark 4.2.74.2.7. It follows from Corollary 4.3.64.3.6 that the
row count of Mest is Θ

(
k · logN

log k · log(k log k)
)

= Θ(k logN) and the entropy of Mest is
O(log k · log(k logkN)). Summing with the corresponding values from Corollary 4.2.64.2.6 gives
the bound on row count and entropy forM.

We now analyze the runtime. The runtime of the identification phase is O(k log k · logN) by
Corollary 4.2.64.2.6. The runtime of the estimation phase isO (s log s · logkN) = O(k log k·logN)
by Corollary 4.3.64.3.6. The runtime of the pruning phase is O (|S| log |S|) = O(k log2 k) by
Corollary 3.2.43.2.4. Summing the runtime of each phase gives the desired bound.
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Algorithm 10 Recovery Algorithm for Corollary 4.4.14.4.1 [Iwe14Iwe14, Algorithm 1]

Input:Mest and y = (yj) =Mx =

 Mid

Mest

x =

 R~ BN
Mest

x =

 yid

yest

 and k

Output: x̂ ∈ RN

1: Initialize set S ← ∅ and vector z← 0 ∈ RN

Identification Phase (Algorithm 99)

2: for ` from 0 to t− 1 do . t = the row count of R
3: for i from 1 to dlog2Ne do
4: if

∣∣∣y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i
∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣y`(1+dlog2 Ne) − y`(1+dlog2 Ne)+i

∣∣∣ then
5: vi ← 1
6: else
7: vi ← 0
8: end if
9: end for

10: n←
∑dlog2 Ne
i=1 vi 2dlog2 Ne−i

11: S ← S ∪ {n}
12: end for

Estimation Phase (Algorithm 66)

13: for each n in S do
14: zn ← median of the entries of yest corresponding to 1 entries in column n ofMest

15: end for

Pruning Phase (Algorithm 55)

16: if 2k < |S| then
17: Sort by magnitude the entries of zS so that |zn1 | ≥ |zn2 | ≥ · · · ≥

∣∣∣zn|S| ∣∣∣
18: S̃ ← {n1, . . . , n2k}
19: else
20: S̃ ← S

21: end if
22: Output: x̂ = z

S̃
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented a deterministic compressed sensing scheme (Corollary 3.5.13.5.1)
and a nonuniform compressed sensing scheme (Corollary 4.4.14.4.1).

The deterministic compressed sensing scheme satisfies an `2/`1 error guarantee, and both the
row count and the recovery algorithm runtime are O(k2 log2N). To the author’s knowledge,
the recovery algorithm is faster than all other deterministic compressed sensing schemes
satisfying an `p/`q error guarantee (1.11.1). The scheme combines ideas from disjunct matrix
constructions of [PR11PR11, KS64KS64] for the measurement matrix (see Sections 2.4.22.4.2 and 2.4.32.4.3)
with a recovery algorithm using the non-iterative combinatorial approach due to [BIS12BIS12].

The nonuniform compressed sensing scheme is a randomized variant of the deterministic
scheme, which is obtained by replacing each of the (K,α)-coherent matrices by a random
selection of its row blocks. This compressed sensing scheme satisfies all four properties (P1)–
(P4) simultaneously; to the author’s knowledge, the only other scheme to do so is [Iwe14Iwe14,
Theorem 5 (2)]. Both the row count and the recovery algorithm runtime are O(k log k·logN).
In fact, our scheme is as fast as that of [Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (3)], which has the fastest
known runtime of schemes with an `p/`q error-guarantee, yet the entropy is reduced from
O
(
Nk2 logN

)
to O (log k · log (k logN)). Furthermore, this entropy is as low as that of

[Iwe14Iwe14, Theorem 5 (2)], which is the only previously known scheme satisfying (P1)–(P3)
and requiring sublinear entropy. This reduction is a consequence of subsampling row blocks
from a Porat-Rothschild matrixMPR (see Section 4.1.14.1.1)
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5.2 Future Work and Open Problems

Trade-off between row count and runtime of recovery algorithm. A nonuniform
compressed sensing scheme which achieves an `1/`1, `2/`1, or `2/`2 error guarantee must
have a growth rate of Ω(k log(N/k)) for both the row count of the measurement matrixM
and (unless the measurement matrix is trivial) the runtime of the recovery algorithm (see
Section 1.21.2).

As shown in Table 1.11.1, the scheme of [NS19NS19, Theorem 1.2] achieves an order-optimal row
count of O(k logN/k), but its runtime is O(logN/k) times larger than the lower bound.
In contrast, the row count and the runtime of the schemes in Corollary 4.4.14.4.1 and [Iwe14Iwe14,
Theorem 5 (3)] are both O(k log k · logN). This leads to two related questions:

1. Are there nonuniform compressed sensing schemes with an `1/`1, `2/`1, or `2/`2 error
guarantee for which both the row count and the runtime are order-optimal?

2. Are there inherent trade-offs between the row count and the runtime?

Trade-off between recovery models. Similar trade-off questions also apply when com-
paring the nonuniform recovery model with the uniform recovery model or the deterministic
recovery model. Recall that the uniform recovery model is stronger than the nonuniform
recovery model, because a scheme satisfying an `p/`q error guarantee in the former model
satisfies it in the latter model too. For the `2/`2 error-guarantee, the uniform recovery model
requires strictly more resources than the nonuniform recovery model: while there are nonuni-
form `2/`2 schemes with an order-optimal row count of O(k log(N/k)) (see Table 1.11.1), the
row count of a uniform `2/`2 scheme must be Ω(N) [CDD09CDD09, Theorem 5.1]. Furthermore,
there is no known (nontrivial) scheme satisfying an `p/`q error guarantee in the uniform
recovery model while having runtime O(k polylog N). It is an open problem whether this
barrier can be broken. Finally, there is no known deterministic scheme satisfying an `p/`q
error guarantee while having a row count O(k polylog N).

Compressed sensing using generative priors. Inspired by the tremendous success of
deep generative models [KW13KW13, GPAM+14GPAM+14, HH19HH19, RH21RH21] in a variety of applications, a
new approach to compressed sensing was recently introduced. Rather than assuming the
underlying signal to be compressible, we assume instead that it is well-modelled by a deep
generative model [BJPD17BJPD17]. The impressive empirical performance of this approach has
motivated significant research to develop a better theoretical understanding; see [OJM+20OJM+20,
§4.2.1] for a detailed summary of recent developments. This approach is still in its infancy,
and does not yet include aspects of standard compressed sensing such as the design of
deterministic schemes and sublinear-time recovery algorithms.
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